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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Encouraging Vaccination Against COVID-19
As of October 25, 2021, the U.S. has seen over 45 million cases of COVID-19 and over
700,000 deaths from the disease according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(0.43, from CDC, 2021a). Research on available COVID-19 vaccines thus far has shown that
they are safe and effective at preventing COVID-19 (CDC, 2021d). Despite this, only 67.2% of
individuals aged 12 and over in the US are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 (CDC, 2021a).
Thus, it is important to encourage as many people to receive the vaccine as possible to minimize
the spread and severity of COVID-19. As will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper,
attitudes play an important role in vaccination behavior, but there is limited evidence for the
efficacy of existing interventions aimed at increasing favorable attitudes towards vaccines,
particularly among those with unfavorable attitudes (Brewer et al., 2017), suggesting that new
approaches to such interventions may be needed. Moral Foundations Theory (MFT; Graham et
al., 2013; Haidt, 2013; Haidt & Graham, 2007; Haidt & Joseph, 2004) may inform the
development of effective interventions to increase positive attitudes towards vaccines by
illuminating the underpinnings of opposition to vaccination. In the following paper, I review the
correlates of vaccine acceptance, particularly acceptance of COVID-19 vaccines; provide an
overview of Moral Foundations Theory and how it may provide a basis for crafting
communications about vaccines; assess the effectiveness of a persuasive message crafted in such
1

a manner for increasing COVID-19 vaccination intentions and potential moderators and
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mediators of its effects, across two experiments.
Predictors of Vaccination Intentions and Receipt
Social and Demographic Predictors
Childhood vaccinations. Predictors of vaccination delay and/or refusal by parents for
their children include having mothers who are older and have higher educational attainment
(Samad et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2011), to come from households with higher
annual incomes, and to be non-Hispanic white (Smith et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2011). Keane et
al. (2005) identified multiple clusters of parents based on their attitudes towards vaccines and
found that the most pro-vaccine cluster was the most educated and the most anti-vaccine cluster
was the second most educated whereas the more ambivalent or neutral clusters fell beneath them.
Another study, however, found that white race, higher income, and smaller household size was
associated with increased support for childhood vaccination mandates (Kennedy et al., 2005).
Multiple reports have also found that childhood vaccination intentions vary by political ideology
and partisan affiliation. Political conservatism was found to be related to decreased pertussis,
measles, and influenza vaccination intentions when respondents were instructed to imagine that
they had not yet received these vaccines (Baumgaertner et al., 2018).
Vaccinations in general. Outside the domain of early childhood vaccinations, financial
constraints, perceived inconvenience, and limited interaction with the healthcare system (e.g. not
having a regular care provider) were commonly identified as barriers to influenza vaccination
according to review of studies examining predictors of influenza vaccination among healthcare
workers, children, groups at high risk of complications from influenza, and the general public
(Schmid et al., 2017). The authors found inconsistent evidence for the roles of demographic
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characteristics such as age and race/ethnicity, with studies somewhat more frequently identifying
older age and white race to be positively associated with influenza vaccination rather than
negatively or inconsistently (e.g., in a non-linear manner; Schmid et al., 2017). This conflicting
evidence may perhaps be because the review (and/or included studies) did not distinguish
between demographic predictors non-vaccination for reasons of limited access or interaction
with the healthcare system vs. intentional refusal. Finally, decreasing influenza vaccination
intentions over time have been identified among Republicans compared to Democrats (Fridman
et al., 2021).
COVID-19 vaccination. Somewhat in contrast to the predictors of childhood vaccine
refusal, studies have found lower intentions to receive a COVID-19 vaccine to be predicted by
loss of income during the pandemic (Soares et al., 2021), lower education levels (Fisher et al.,
2020; Khubchandani et al., 2021; Lazarus et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2020; Robertson et al., 2021;
Soares et al., 2021), black race (Fisher et al., 2020; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021;
Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Lazarus et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2020; Reiter
et al., 2020; Robertson et al., 2021), Asian race (Malik et al., 2020), Pakistani/Bangladeshi
ethnicity (Lazarus et al., 2021), Hispanic ethnicity (Khubchandani et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton,
Yi, Colon, et al., 2021) and political conservatism (compared to liberalism; Latkin, Dayton, Yi,
Colon, et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Reiter et al., 2020) in
studies of Portuguese respondents (Soares et al., 2021), UK respondents (Robertson et al., 2021),
and US respondents (Fisher et al., 2020; Khubchandani et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon,
et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2020; Reiter et al.,
2020). There is mixed evidence for the relationship between COVID-19 vaccination intentions
and age, gender, employment and income. While some studies have found that younger age is
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associated with reduced willingness to receive a COVID-19 vaccine (Fisher et al., 2020; Lazarus
et al., 2021; Robertson et al., 2021; Sherman et al., 2021; Soares et al., 2021), other studies found
the reverse relationship (Karlsson et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021; Malik et
al., 2020; Reiter et al., 2020). Studies have identified both male gender (Karlsson et al., 2021;
Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Lazarus et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2020) and
female gender (Khubchandani et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021; Robertson et
al., 2021; Soares et al., 2021) as predictors of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. While most reports
found lower income was associated with COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy (Khubchandani et al.,
2021; Lazarus et al., 2021; Reiter et al., 2020) at least one found an effect of higher income
(Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021). One study found that those unwilling to become
vaccinated against COVID-19 were more likely to be unemployed (Malik et al., 2020), whereas
another study found the opposite (Khubchandani et al., 2021).
Psychological Predictors
Overview. Many studies examining the role of attitudes towards and beliefs about
vaccination in vaccination receipt are guided by expectancy-value frameworks of decisionmaking such as the Health Belief Model (HBM) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB).
According to Champion and Skinner (2008), the HBM proposes that the decision to take an
action intended to treat or prevent a condition or disease (e.g., vaccinating against a vaccinepreventable disease) are determined by (1) perceived severity of the disease, (2) perceived
susceptibility to or risk of contracting the disease, which, when combined perceived severity, is
known as perceived threat, (3) perceived benefits of the treatment/prevention action, namely, its
efficacy for treatment or prevention; (4) perceived barriers or drawbacks to taking the action,
such as side effects; (5) cues to action like recommendations and instructions that facilitate the

action; and (6) self-efficacy, or the belief that one can, in fact, take the action. The TPB (see
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Ajzen, 2012 for a review) proposes that behavioral intentions are determined by (1) beliefs that
engaging in the behavior will lead to given outcomes and the evaluation of those outcomes (e.g.,
the extent to which vaccination is believed to prevent a disease or cause side-effects and how
negative the disease and side effects are perceived to be, thus encompassing perceived severity,
susceptibility, benefits, and barriers in the HBM), which combine to form an overall attitude
towards the behavior; (2) the subjective norm regarding the behavior, or beliefs regarding
whether the behavior is desired or expected by close others (a type of cue to action in the HBM);
and (3) perceived control over or ability to enact the behavior (i.e., self-efficacy in the HBM).
One vaccination behavior framework employing such constructs, the 4C model (Betsch, Böhm,
et al., 2015), proposed that people decide whether to vaccinate for reasons of (1) confidence,
which is defined as beliefs in the safety and efficacy of vaccines and the trustworthiness of
individuals and institutions that manage their development, manufacture, and administration
(thus including perceived benefits and barriers of vaccination); (2) complacency, or low
perceived disease risk; (3) convenience, in which factors related to ease and perceived control
determine vaccination behavior; and (4) calculation, in which individuals deliberatively weigh
the costs and benefits of vaccinating. A later “5C” model added that individuals may also choose
to vaccinate out of a sense of collective responsibility, or for the good of others (Betsch et al.,
2018). Research has provided evidence for the role of these factors in vaccination intentions and
behaviors, as is discussed in the following sections.
Childhood vaccination. Concerns about safety, low perceived disease threat, low
perceived importance or effectiveness of vaccines, low reliance on or high distrust in medical or
public health professionals, and trust in alternative medicine providers have been found to be

associated with vaccine delay and/or refusal (Gust et al., 2005; Keane et al., 2005; Smith et al.,
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2004; Smith et al., 2011), and opposition to school-entry vaccination mandates (Kennedy et al.,
2005; Salmon et al., 2005). A preference for natural immunity, that is, believing that contracting
the disease itself is a safer and/or more effective way of obtaining immunity than vaccinating
against the disease was also found to predict exemptions (Salmon et al., 2005). Preferences for
natural immunity, distrust in widely accepted medical experts, a reliance on one’s own research
or experiences, and related social norms have emerged as themes in qualitative research with
vaccine hesitant/opposed mothers (Dube et al., 2016; Poltorak et al., 2005) and religious or
natural/alternative lifestyle communities associated with low vaccination rates and outbreaks of
vaccine preventable diseases (Hanratty et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2006; Sobo, 2015). Mothers in
one study voiced concerns regarding the safety of vaccines or unnatural substances contained in
them, particularly when put into the “’pure bodies’ of children” (Dube et al., 2016, p. 415). Kata
(2010, 2012) commonly found claims about contaminants and unnatural substances in vaccines
and that vaccination mandates violate parental civil liberties on antivaccination websites.
Preference for natural immunity may in part be related to omission bias, or a preference for
harmful inaction over less harmful action (Ritov & Baron, 1990), as vaccine-refusing parents
accept greater risk of harm from diseases than from vaccines (Asch et al., 1994; Meszaros et al.,
1996).
Standardized measures of attitudes and beliefs about vaccination including many of the
previously discussed factors have been demonstrated to predict vaccine uptake. The Parent
Attitudes about Childhood Vaccines (PACV; Opel, Mangione-Smith, et al., 2011) and the
Vaccination Confidence Scale (VCS, Gilkey et al., 2014) assess beliefs in the benefits and safety
(vs. harms) of vaccines and trust in healthcare providers. The former also contains items

assessing attitudes towards vaccine mandates, preference for natural immunity, vaccination
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behavior, vaccination intentions, and “overall” vaccine hesitancy (Opel, Mangione-Smith, et al.,
2011, p. 422). The PACV has been found to retrospectively (Opel, Taylor, et al., 2011), and
prospectively (Opel et al., 2013) predict immunization status of respondents’ children. The VCS
predicted immunization of adolescents (Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016) and young children (Gilkey,
McRee, et al., 2016). This was primarily true of the belief in vaccine benefits factor; the belief in
vaccine harms factor was less relevant, and the trust factor was unrelated to immunization status
in models examining the separate influence of each factor despite moderate-to-strong inter-factor
correlations. This finding is consistent with another study that found that trust in healthcare
providers and the belief in vaccine safety and efficacy did not improve the ability to predict
parents’ vaccination intentions and uptake beyond the belief in the importance of childhood
vaccination (Lavail & Kennedy, 2013). This research suggests that that the belief in the benefits
of vaccines are key for predicting vaccine refusal. Note, however, that items in these studies
ostensibly assessing beliefs in vaccine benefits, such as the importance of vaccines for protecting
one’s child’s health (Gilkey et al., 2014; Gilkey, McRee, et al., 2016; Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016;
Lavail & Kennedy, 2013), may tap into as broad and diverse factors as disease threat, vaccine
efficacy (as the vaccines may not be seen to be important if the diseases that they are intended to
prevent are not serious or likely or if they are not effective at disease prevention) and global
attitudes towards vaccination. Similarly, items such as “Getting my child vaccinated is the right
thing to do” (Lavail & Kennedy, 2013) may tap into global attitudes towards vaccines as well as
subjective norms. It is therefore understandable that such items are more strongly predictive of
vaccine uptake than those assessing vaccine harms and trust in healthcare providers alone.

Vaccination in general. Perceived vaccine safety, concern with side effects, perceived
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collective benefit of influenza vaccination, overall attitude towards the influenza vaccine,
perceived behavioral control, and knowledge are frequently found to be related to influenza
vaccine acceptance among adults (Schmid et al., 2017). Perceived disease risk was found to be a
consistent predictor of adult vaccinations in one meta-analysis (Brewer et al., 2007) and in a
review of barriers to influenza vaccination (Schmid et al., 2017). A review by Schmid et al.
(2017) found inconsistent evidence as to whether perceived norms inhibit or facilitate influenza
vaccination, however. In one study of healthcare workers included in this review, for example,
while perceived moral obligation to obtain the vaccine was positively correlated with vaccination
intention and receipt, it was found to significantly weaken the relationship between intention and
behavior, such that those who intended to receive the vaccine were less likely to receive it if they
felt obligated to do so (Godin et al., 2010).
COVID-19 vaccination. More recent research suggests that factors such as vaccine
confidence and perceived disease threat play important roles in COVID-19 vaccination
intentions, as with receipt of other vaccines. Like the previously discussed review of predictors
of influenza vaccination (Schmid et al., 2017), one study found that the power of these beliefs to
predict COVID-19 vaccination intentions was much greater than that of demographic
characteristics (Sherman et al., 2021). Specifically, perceived risk of COVID-19 (Khubchandani
et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2020; Sherman et al., 2021; Soares et al., 2021), perceived severity of
COVID-19 (Karlsson et al., 2021; Reiter et al., 2020), perceived risk of developing
complications from COVID-19 (Soares et al., 2021), fear of COVID-19 (Chu & Liu, 2021),
concern about oneself or a family member contracting COVID-19 (Khubchandani et al., 2021),
and concern about passing the disease to someone else (Karlsson et al., 2021) were linked with

increased intentions to receive COVID-19 vaccines. Conversely, believing that the COVID-19
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pandemic is a hoax (Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021) and that only those at risk
of severe COVID-19 should be vaccinated (Sherman et al., 2021) were associated with decreased
likelihood of COVID-19 vaccination. Perhaps also due to increased perceived disease threat,
COVID-19 sickness of oneself or family member (Lazarus et al., 2020), lower perceived health,
and reported presence of comorbidities (Soares et al., 2021) were associated with COVID-19
vaccination intentions as well. Higher perceptions of and/or fewer concerns regarding safety
(Chu & Liu, 2021; Karlsson et al., 2021; Reiter et al., 2020; Sherman et al., 2021) and higher
perceived efficacy (Reiter et al., 2020) were related to stronger COVID-19 vaccination
intentions. Greater perceived benefits of COVID-19 vaccines for oneself (Karlsson et al., 2021)
and for the community (Chu & Liu, 2021) have also been found to predict stronger COVID-19
vaccine intentions. Concerns about vaccine safety and efficacy were also invoked in
respondents’ reported reasons for not being sure whether they would get a COVID-19 vaccine
(Fisher et al., 2020). Trust in widely accepted sources of information about COVID-19, such as
the government (Lazarus et al., 2021) and the CDC (Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al.,
2021) predicted increased COVID-19 vaccination intentions, as did perceived clarity of COVID19-related information from public health authorities and approval of government COVID-19related measures (Soares et al., 2021). Distrust (e.g., in the testing and development of vaccines)
was also cited a reason why respondents in one study reported that they would not get a vaccine
(Fisher et al., 2020).
In further concordance with research on determinants of behaviors regarding vaccines
against diseases other than COVID-19, positive attitudes towards vaccines in general (Chu &
Liu, 2021), recent receipt of other vaccines (Chu & Liu, 2021), and influenza vaccine acceptance

in particular (Fisher et al., 2020; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Sherman et
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al., 2021; Soares et al., 2021) predicted COVID-19 vaccine acceptance. Respondents who
reported that they would not get a vaccine in one study (Fisher et al., 2020) expressed a variety
of generally anti-vaccine statements when asked to provide a reason for their opposition. Another
study, conversely, found that influenza and COVID-19 vaccination intentions were uncorrelated,
and that the predictors of influenza vaccination intention were different from those of COVID-19
vaccination intention (Malik et al., 2020). Reported social norms regarding COVID-19
prevention behaviors such as mask wearing and social distancing (i.e., what the respondent
believed their friends do or would encourage; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021),
and reported descriptive norms regarding COVID-19 vaccination (Chu & Liu, 2021) predicted
COVID-19 vaccination intentions as well. In one report, positive attitudes towards COVID-19
vaccines mediated the effects of perceived community benefits, safety concerns, and (in
conjunction with perceived community benefits) attitudes towards vaccines in general on
COVID-19 vaccination intention in one study (Chu & Liu, 2021).
Sociodemographic Differences in Psychological Predictors
Childhood vaccination. Psychological factors in vaccination behaviors such as
confidence and perceived disease risk have also been found to differ by social and demographic
characteristics that predict vaccine intentions and uptake. Higher responses on the belief in
vaccine benefits subscale of the VCS was predicted by low rather than high income and urban
residence rather than rural or suburban residence (Gilkey et al., 2014). Lupton and Hare (2015)
found conservatives were more likely than liberals to believe that vaccines cause autism, as were
those with lower levels of trust in the government. Decreasing attitudes towards vaccines in
general were found to be more concentrated among Republicans compared to Democrats
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(Fridman et al., 2021). The previously discussed effect of political conservatism on vaccination
intentions uncovered by Baumgaertner et al. (2018) was partly mediated by conservatives’ lower
trust in government health officials compared to liberals. Republicans’ showed decreasing belief
in the importance of obtaining vaccines for children over time, increasing belief that vaccines are
more dangerous than the diseases they are intended to prevent, and increasing belief that certain
vaccines cause autism (Reinhart, 2020).
COVID-19 vaccination. Regarding COVID-19 vaccines in particular, Black and
Hispanic individuals more commonly reported lack of sufficient time and concern about getting
COVID-19 from the vaccine as reasons for not getting a vaccine than other races, while White
respondents more commonly reported believing that the seriousness of the COVID-19 outbreak
is exaggerated (Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021). Unfavorable attitudes towards COVID19 vaccines in particular have also been found to be associated with Republican (compared to
Democrat) political affiliation (Fridman et al., 2021; Khubchandani et al., 2021), as have lower
COVID-19 risk perceptions and concerns about lifting COVID-19 related restrictions too soon
(Bruine de Bruin et al., 2020). Decreasing attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccines, perceived
threat of COVID-19, and trust in media over time were also found to be concentrated among
Republicans compared to Democrats (Fridman et al., 2021). The authors suspected that these
differences could be attributed to differences in news sources, with Democrats more commonly
selecting CNN and Republicans more commonly selecting Fox news. Eroding trust in Dr. Fauci
and other public health authorities since the beginning of the pandemic has been identified
among Republicans as well (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020). Effects of political affiliation on
COVID-19 vaccination intentions were particularly pronounced when hypothetical vaccine
approval was accompanied by recommendations from a prominent member of one’s own Party

(Nancy Pelosi for Democrats and Trump for Republicans) but were smaller when participants
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were instructed to imagine the approval came after the 2020 election, when Trump would
presumably have less to gain from forcing early approval and his recommendations were
therefore more trustworthy (Bokemper et al., 2021).
Prior Attempts to Change Vaccination Attitudes or Intentions
According to a review of work exploring the psychological underpinnings of vaccine
uptake by Brewer et al. (2017), there is limited evidence for the efficacy of interventions aimed
at increasing confidence, and many studies that demonstrate an increase in confidence fail to
demonstrate or even assess whether such increases in confidence corresponded to increases in
uptake. Furthermore, the authors noted that no effective interventions exist specifically for
increasing confidence among people who are low in confidence, and that some attempts to
increase confidence by correcting misperceptions have even had results counter to what was
intended. For example, Nyhan et al. (2014) found that while presenting information from the
CDC explaining that the MMR vaccine does not cause autism decreased the belief that it does, it
failed to reduce concerns about side effects from the MMR vaccine and decreased respondents’
intention to vaccinate their children in the future relative to a control condition. Presenting a
dramatic narrative from a mother about her child’s experience with measles increased the
perceived likelihood of MMR vaccine side effects, showing pictures of children with measles,
mumps, and rubella increased the belief that the MMR vaccine causes autism, while presenting
information from the CDC about the risks of harm from MMR did not affect any outcomes. The
effects of the autism correction, dramatic narrative, and illustrative photograph interventions
were concentrated among those who had the least favorable attitudes towards MMR vaccines at
baseline. Similarly, while another corrective message succeeded in reducing the misperception

that the influenza vaccine causes the flu, it decreased intentions to obtain influenza vaccination
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among those who were most concerned about vaccine side effects at baseline and only reduced
beliefs that the influenza vaccine is unsafe among those who were least concerned about side
effects to begin with (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). Such unintended consequences of attempts to
correct misperceptions and thereby change attitudes have been called the backfire effect.
A number of explanations have been proposed for this phenomenon (see Lewandowsky
et al., 2012, for a review). According to Schwarz et al. (2007), attempts to correct
misinformation such as those commonly employed by public health agencies involves repetition
of the misinformation. This repetition increases recall and processing fluency of the
misinformation and in turn the perceived familiarity of and consensus surrounding the
misinformation, ultimately resulting in increased belief in the misinformation and even attitudes
and intentions congruent with this belief (Schwarz et al., 2007). Consistent with the proposal that
attempts to debunk myths can increase their perceptions, participants in one study (Skurnik et al.,
2007) had difficulty correctly identifying myths as false and showed a corresponding decrease in
influenza vaccine attitudes and intentions after being presented with a “myths and facts” about
the influenza vaccine flyer from the CDC. Another proposed explanation for backfire effects is
that when people encounter statements that are negated with a tag (e.g., “not lazy,”) rather than
an antonym of the initial concept (e.g., “hardworking”) they may have difficulty encoding the
negation tags and instead only encode and recall the remaining content of the statement (e.g.,
“lazy”; Mayo et al., 2004). In the current application, if someone was told “the MMR vaccine
does not cause autism,” they might encode and later recall everything in that statement except
“not.” Furthermore, Reyna (2012) argued that many pro-vaccine messages providing facts and
statistics do not make their take-home messages clear or memorable. For example, the “myths

vs. facts” flyer used by Skurnik et al. (2007) gives equal visual prominence to myths and facts
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alike, with arguably less visual prominence to whether the statement was a myth or a fact, and
the facts not even containing unanimously favorable implications for obtaining the vaccine (e.g.,
“’Not everyone can take the influenza vaccine’…TRUE”).
Failures of attempts to increase vaccine confidence have also been attributed to
mechanisms such as biased interpretation of new information in line with existing attitudes or
expectations and confirmation bias (Brewer et al., 2017). In a classic demonstration of biased
interpretation, Lord et al. (1979) found that when presented with information with conflicting
implications for the utility of the death penalty for crime reduction, participants who either
opposed or supported the death penalty judged the evidence in support of their own prior views
to be of higher quality and more compelling. This interpretation of information in line with the
participants’ prior attitudes lead to a judgment pattern known as attitude polarization, in which
their attitudes reportedly moved even further towards opposing ends of the attitude spectrum
than they were to begin with. Confirmation bias, in which people give selective weight and
attention to information that supports their existing beliefs, has been found to stem in part from a
tendency to automatically initiate a search for confirming information when judging whether a
given hypothesis is true (called a positive hypothesis test strategy), thus leading individuals to
neglect disconfirming information (Klayman, 1995). This process has been found to occur even
when the absence of such disconfirming evidence would support the tested hypothesis if found,
and even for hypotheses that are not strongly favored (Nickerson, 1998).
Backfire effects, or at least null effects, of attempts to correct misperceptions on attitudes
appear to be more likely when the context provides some additional affordance for rejecting a
correction or its implications, such as a reason why the correction may be false, and when

respondents’ prior attitudes run counter to a position advocated in the message. For instance,
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Wood and Porter (2018) found that providing response options implying that Iraq destroyed
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) before U.S. investigators could find them made Republican
participants less likely to change their beliefs in the spirit of a correction explaining that the U.S.
found no evidence that Iraq ever had WMD. In another example, Betsch and Sachse (2013,
Study 2) found increased adverse event risk perceptions following strong (vs. weak) risk
perceptions, but particularly when participants preferred alternative medicine (in a marginally
significant interaction), and only when the message was attributed to a pharmaceutical company
(an ostensibly non-credible source) rather than the government. The source credibility by
negation strength interaction was itself significantly more pronounced among people who
preferred alternative medicine (Betsch & Sachse, 2013, Study 2). Additional research in this
domain has demonstrated that while message recipients may accept the literal, factual content of
corrections with unfavorable implications for their prior attitudes, the prior attitudes themselves
are left unchanged. For instance, while Trump supporters in one study acknowledged that a
statement Trump made regarding unemployment was incorrect, their overall opinions of Trump
did not change (Nyhan et al., 2020). In sum, messages that aim to debunk misperceptions may
fail to change attitudes in the intended direction, particularly in situations that facilitate biased
processing of the information presented (e.g., those in which there is reason to discount its
veracity or its relevance to the targeted attitudes).
Additional research on communications about vaccinations further clarifies the role of
factors such as message source and prior attitudes in attitudes towards vaccinations and their
resistance to change. Kahan (2013) described how if people perceive scientific issues to be
relevant to cultural divisions that are important to them, they will bring their issue stances in line

with those of their cultural groups, even when faced with scientific evidence with unfavorable
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implications for such stances. He argued that this so-called cultural cognition underlay
conservatives’ opposition to HPV vaccination, in which the way the Gardasil vaccine was
discussed in the media facilitated the belief that HPV vaccination promotes risky sexual
behaviors in teenaged girls. Kahan et al. (2010) uncovered evidence for cultural cognition when
risk-benefit perceptions of HPV vaccination depended on the participants’ worldviews, the
message source’s presented worldviews, and the apparent alignment between the message and
the preferred worldview. Specifically, HPV risk-benefit vaccination perceptions of participants
with individualist (vs. communitarian) and hierarchist (vs. egalitarian) worldviews became less
favorable towards HPV vaccination after being exposed to arguments for and against the HPV
vaccine (compared to when they were not exposed to such arguments) -- an effect of assimilation
to prior attitudes. This effect was even larger when the messages were attributed to sources with
cultural worldviews that matched the participants’ own -- an effect of source credibility -- and
larger still when such sources with matching worldviews adopted the stance that most readily
aligned with these worldviews (e.g., when an individualist/hierarchist presented an argument
against HPV vaccination rather than for HPV vaccination). Thus, similar to how source
credibility and baseline alternative lifestyle preference moderated the effects of vaccine risk
negations in Study 2 of Betsch and Sachse (2013), ideological alignment of message source,
message content, and recipient influenced respondents’ risk/benefit perceptions of HPV
vaccination. These findings further illustrate providing facts about vaccines may thus be
ineffective at changing vaccination attitudes if these attitudes are tied to factors such as cultural
identity and the biased information processing it facilitates rather than to the scientific
information at one’s disposal per se.

Kahan (2013) argued at the time that individuals opposed to vaccines in general (i.e.,
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besides the HPV vaccine) are much smaller in number than either liberals or conservatives, and
their opposition to vaccination is unrelated to the liberal-conservative divide in stances on topics
such as evolution and climate change. He cautioned, however, that if the media portrays the
antivaccination issue as stemming from this divide anyway, people may begin to engage in
cultural cognition along these lines. The natural lifestyle preferences and trust in one’s own
experience over experts in science and medicine accompanying vaccine hesitancy and opposition
(Dube et al., 2016; Hanratty et al., 2000; Poltorak et al., 2005; Sobo, 2015) linked to particular
communities (Hanratty et al., 2000; Parker et al., 2006; Sobo, 2015) and social norms (Sobo,
2015) suggests that opposition to childhood vaccines may have already been guided by cultural
identities. Kata (2010, 2012) argued that the discourse on antivaccination websites containing
claims that support such viewpoints (including biased interpretation and presentation of research
on vaccines) is fueled by a post-modern mindset implying that there is no objective truth and in
which individuals are free to draw conclusions in line with their own values and personal
experiences. She also found that members of antivaccination forums exclude those who voice
dissenting opinions and often attack them personally. This work provides even more reason to
suspect antivaccination attitudes are culturally relevant. The post-modern mindset itself, with its
de-emphasis on notions of objective truth, may be particularly hospitable to cultural cognition.
Regardless of whether a cultural divide in vaccination attitudes fell along liberal-conservative
lines at the time of Kahan’s (2013) work, the more recent differences by partisan affiliation
and/or political ideology in beliefs and intentions regarding vaccinations against COVID-19 and
other diseases (Baumgaertner et al., 2018; Bokemper et al., 2021; Fridman et al., 2021;
Khubchandani et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi,

Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Lupton & Hare, 2015; Reinhart, 2020; Reiter et al., 2020) and
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COVID-19 itself (Bruine de Bruin et al., 2020; Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020) suggests that
such a cultural divide is in place now. If this is the case, then attempts to increase confidence in
COVID-19 vaccines should be particularly likely to face barriers such as cultural cognition and
related forms of biased information processing.
Horne et al. (2015) proposed that due to the difficulties with minimizing concerns about
side effects or correcting misperceptions, one could instead encourage vaccination by
emphasizing the threat of vaccine-preventable diseases. Providing all of the materials from
Nyhan et al. (2014) emphasizing the potential negative consequences of MMR (i.e., the pictures
of children with MMR, the dramatic narrative, and the information about the disease risks) in a
single condition significantly increased positive attitudes (which included an item assessing
intentions) from baseline relative to a control condition, especially among participants in the
bottom tercile of baseline vaccine attitudes, whereas their autism myth correction condition had
no effect (Horne et al., 2015). Note, though, that Betsch, Korn, et al. (2015) pointed out in
response to this study that the bottom tercile contained scores closer to the midpoint than the
lower end of the scale and thus may have corresponded to individuals’ attitudes may have been
more neutral or ambivalent than negative. Later efforts by Porter et al. (2018) to promote
parents’ perceived risk of cervical cancer from HPV to their teenaged daughters failed to
significantly increase HPV vaccination intentions or attitudes towards adolescent vaccinations as
measured by the VCS (Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016) relative to a control condition. Reyna (2012)
argued that by default, many unvaccinated members of the public take their (children’s) health as
a given and see vaccination as a risky, uncertain option that they prefer only when their health is
perceived to be under threat. She further argued that it may be difficult to bring healthy
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individuals to perceive that their health is under threat using loss message frames (which increase
preferences for risky behaviors compared to gain frames) alone. Nevertheless, Abhyankar et al.
(2008) found that brief persuasive messages increased women’s intentions to obtain the MMR
vaccine for their (actual or hypothetical) children when they were presented in loss frames rather
than gain frames, an effect that was mediated by an increased belief that MMR vaccination leads
to a greater sense of reassurance regarding one’s child’s health. Together, these findings are
consistent with past work illustrating the key role of perceived disease threat (Brewer et al.,
2007) and perceived benefits of obtaining vaccinations (Gilkey, McRee, et al., 2016; Gilkey,
Reiter, et al., 2016; Lavail & Kennedy, 2013), and they illustrate that that the effects of
emphasizing disease risk on vaccination intentions show promise but merit further investigation.
Other attempts to change risk-benefit perceptions related to vaccinations vs. VPDs have
focused on emphasizing the collective benefits of vaccination. An experiment by Betsch et al.
(2017) demonstrated that explaining herd immunity and emphasizing its collective benefits
increased decisions to vaccinate in hypothetical scenarios (particularly among individuals not
from collectivist countries in which collectivist concerns are more frequently salient). Despite
this finding, persuasive messages emphasizing collective (or even familial) benefits failed to
increase COVID-19 vaccination-related behaviors (specifically, clicking on a link to learn more
about priority groups for vaccine administration), and there is no evidence that emphasizing
collective benefits increases COVID-19 prevention behaviors (Rabb et al., 2021).
Moral Foundations Theory
MFT may help to identify additional ways to increase intentions to receive COVID-19
vaccines by further illuminating the basis of stances on culturally relevant issues. MFT proposes
that a set of multiple innate moral intuitions that evolved to address common challenges of social

living provide an initial basis for moral judgment and behavior with which experience later
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interacts to form (often culture-specific) moral virtues and practices; the reliance on these
foundations and differences in subsequent learning explain similarities and differences in the
causes, types, and consequences of moral judgments (e.g., across cultures, Graham et al., 2013;
Haidt, 2013; Haidt & Graham, 2007; Haidt & Joseph, 2004). These foundations are purported to
shape judgments and behaviors automatically and directly, with minimal conscious awareness
and intervention, and with more deliberate rationalizations coming post-hoc (Haidt, 2013). The
authors of MFT propose that moral virtues and practices that resonate with these foundations are
learned more easily than others.
Five foundations were originally proposed: harm, which promotes compassion towards
others and protecting them from suffering; fairness, which concerns promoting justice and
punishing cheaters; purity, which involves a focus on maintaining physical and spiritual
cleanliness and avoiding contamination or sacrilege; the authority foundation, which concerns
ensuring that leaders are respected and traditions are adhered to; and the ingroup foundation,
which is concerned with promoting loyalty towards and discouraging betrayal of one’s close
group. The theory was developed in a process of attempting to link cross-cultural differences
and similarities in moral virtues and practices to evolutionary accounts of behavior; as such, each
foundation is proposed to have stemmed from a different adaptive challenge (Haidt, 2013; Haidt
& Joseph, 2004). The harm foundation was proposed to facilitate taking care of vulnerable
offspring to ensure their survival; the fairness foundation, to facilitate cooperation by promoting
reciprocity; the loyalty foundation, to form close-knit groups; the authority foundation, to
facilitate living in hierarchical groups; and the purity foundation, to prevent the spread of
infectious diseases (Graham et al., 2013). The activation of these foundations has since
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generalized to a variety of settings, for instance, such that, for example, the purity foundation is
often invoked in judgments of sexual behaviors, and the loyalty foundation is often invoked
when observing or participating in competitive team sports (Graham et al., 2013).
Differences in use of these foundations were said to explain differences in culture or
ideology as well as why people may have difficulties understanding the behavior of those with
different cultures and ideologies; for example, liberals (including liberal social psychologists
who study political behavior) often overlook the moral concerns underlying conservative
attitudes such as those towards gay marriage and affirmative action (Haidt & Graham, 2007).
Authors of MFT argue that many secular Western observers view certain practices religious
practices as morally irrelevant, nonsensical, or immoral because they are judge these acts based
on criteria involving harm and fairness, which protect the rights of individuals and are thus called
the individualizing foundations (Graham & Haidt, 2010; Haidt & Graham, 2009). Instead, they
propose that the moral domains of authority, ingroup loyalty, and purity serve to maintain the
well-being, ties, and – particularly for the purity foundation – boundaries of groups and are thus
called the binding foundations. Across an early set of studies exploring this theory, the
individualizing moral foundations were found to predict political liberalism and the binding
foundations predicted political conservatism (measured implicitly in one study) while controlling
for demographic variables such as age, gender, education level, and income (Graham et al.,
2009). Libertarians, who had the lowest scores on all five original foundations in this study, were
later found to endorse a newly-identified liberty foundation pertaining to promoting freedom and
avoiding oppression (Iyer et al., 2012). Descriptions of each moral foundation can be found in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of Moral Foundations
Foundation
name
Harm
Fairness
Purity
Loyalty

Foundation description

Individualizing
vs. Binding

Caring for and protecting others from harm
Individualizing
Reciprocity, justice, protecting against cheating
Spiritual and physical cleanliness of oneself and one’s group
Sacrificing for one’s group, patriotism, protecting against
Binding
betrayal
Authority
Respect for authority and tradition, maintaining hierarchy
Liberty
Freedom, protecting against oppression
Neithera
The descriptions of the binding and individualizing foundations were taken from Graham et al.
(2009) while the liberty foundation was taken from Iyer et al. (2012).
a
While previous authors had not assigned the liberty foundation to either the individualizing or
binding category, it is presumably more concerned with protecting the rights of individuals rather
than groups and would therefore appear to fit more with the individualizing foundations.
Additional research, much of it employing the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ)
to assess the reported relevance and use of each foundation (Graham et al., 2011), further
demonstrates the predictive abilities of moral foundations. For instance, Koleva et al. (2012)
found that when controlling for factors such as gender, political ideology, religious attendance,
right-wing authoritarianism, and social dominance orientation, differences in moral foundations
predicted differences in responses regarding topics on which liberals and conservatives are often
divided. The harm foundation was the best predictor of moral condemnation of animal testing
and (after ideology) the death penalty, and outperformed other foundations at predicting
opposition to torture and support for gun control. The ingroup foundation predicted support for
policies involving increased military involvement, such as defense spending, better than the other
foundations. The purity foundation, however, was a powerful predictor of a number of issue
stances. The purity foundation was the strongest predictor of moral judgments related to chastity,
such as same-sex marriage; and sanctity of life, such as abortion. The authors noted that these
findings come despite the fact opposition to abortion is often attributed to concerns about harm
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and support for vs. opposition to same-sex marriage is often accompanied by claims of concerns
about fairness and tradition/authority, respectively. Purity also outperformed the other moral
foundations in the prediction of issue stances related to the aforementioned topics, favorable
attitudes towards teaching intelligent design in public schools, and unfavorable attitudes towards
immigration; it also closely followed ingroup as the strongest predictor (including ideology) of
attitudes towards flag burning. These latter two results suggest that attitudes towards
immigration and flag burning may stem from a desire to maintain the purity of one’s group and
sacred objects rather than from loyalty alone.
The individualizing foundations positively predict reported willingness to engage in
climate change prevention behaviors (Dickinson et al., 2016; Vainio & Mäkiniemi, 2016), while
the binding foundations negatively predict them (Vainio & Mäkiniemi, 2016). Increased use of
the binding foundations and decreased use of the individualizing foundations have been found to
predict and explain conservative’s support for punishment in response to criminal offenses
(Silver & Silver, 2017), belief in societal dangers (van Leeuwen & Park, 2009), and increased
blame for victims vs. perpetrators of sexual crimes (Niemi & Young, 2016). This last
relationship was partially mediated by differences in focus on and perceived responsibility of
victims vs. perpetrators, as well as, in a finding that appears particularly relevant to the purity
foundation, perceptions that the victims were contaminated rather than harmed (Niemi & Young,
2016). The binding foundations, but not the individualizing foundations, were themselves
predicted by country-level historical pathogen prevalence, supporting the proposition that these
foundations serve to protect one’s group, for example, from contagions carried by outsiders (van
Leeuwen et al., 2012). In another study, Rottman et al. (2014) found that despite self-reports that

moral condemnation of suicide was routed in concerns about harm, such judgments were best
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predicted by the purity foundation.
In sum, moral foundations have been found to be associated strongly held attitudes and
characteristics that are closely tied to culture – just as research suggests opposition to vaccines is.
The findings that the purity foundation is related to aversion to contamination makes it a
plausible candidate for the basis of attitudes towards vaccines, particularly given the preferences
for natural medicine and avoiding contaminants voiced by vaccine-hesitant and vaccine-opposed
parents (Dube et al., 2016; Poltorak et al., 2005; Sobo, 2015), the relationship of such beliefs
with under-vaccination (Opel, Taylor, et al., 2011) and exemption seeking (Salmon et al., 2005),
and the division of vaccine perceptions along liberal/conservative lines (Baumgaertner et al.,
2018; Kahan et al., 2010; Lupton & Hare, 2015). Research has shown that trait disgust sensitivity
(which is closely related to the purity foundation, Graham et al., 2013) is related to the belief that
vaccines cause autism as well as other health attitudes consistent with a natural/alternative
lifestyle such as negative attitudes towards genetically modified foods (Clifford & Wendell,
2015) and, for contamination disgust in particular, negative attitudes towards vaccines in general
(Clay, 2016). Additionally, use of the purity and harm foundations predicted greater omission
bias in sacrificial moral dilemmas (Crone & Laham, 2015), and as previously noted, omission
bias has been linked to vaccine refusal and unfavorable beliefs regarding vaccines (Asch et al.,
1994; Meszaros et al., 1996). Abstract thinking, which was associated in one study with
favorable attitudes towards vaccines (Keane et al., 2005), was found in another study to decrease
use of the binding foundations (including purity) and increased use of the individualizing
foundations (Napier & Luguri, 2013), suggesting that perhaps decreased support for the binding
foundations may be associated with vaccine confidence. Furthermore, past research on

requesting exemptions from and opposition to school-entry vaccination mandates (Kennedy et
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al., 2005; Salmon et al., 2005) and the frequent claims on anti-vaccination websites that such
mandates violate parents’ civil liberties (Kata, 2010) provides reason to suspect that negative
attitudes towards vaccines may also be associated with the liberty foundation.
In line with these notions, two separate studies independently found that when controlling
for the other moral foundations, parents’ endorsement of the liberty and purity moral foundations
predicted negative attitudes towards vaccines as measured by the PACV (Amin et al., 2017,
Study 1) and newly created items assessing global attitudes towards vaccinations (Amin et al.,
2017, Study 2). The relationships between attitudes and both moral foundations were mediated
by beliefs that vaccinations (or vaccine mandates) violate both foundations. A profile analysis of
Australian respondents categorized by intentions to vaccinate found that vaccine rejectors were
lower on the authority foundation and higher on the harm, purity, fairness, and liberty
foundations than vaccine acceptors, with fence-sitters resembling acceptors on the authority
foundation and falling in between rejectors and acceptors on the fairness and liberty foundations
(Rossen et al., 2019). Note, though, that these analyses were conducted on each of the moral
foundations without controlling for one another (i.e., such that the different profiles may differ
on the harm and fairness foundations only to the extent that these foundations overlap with the
purity, authority, and liberty foundations).
Emphasis on the purity foundation was also associated with decreased compliance with
COVID-19-related face-mask-wearing and social distancing recommendations in one study
(Chan, 2021); the authors proposed this may have been due to the perception that such behaviors
are unnatural. This study, combined with conservatives’ greater opposition to COVID-19
vaccination and endorsement of the purity foundation, indicates that use of the purity foundation
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may also relate to opposition to COVID-19 vaccination. Furthermore, it has been suggested that
much of the opposition to COVID-19 vaccine mandates voiced by politicians – particularly
Republican politicians – is framed in terms of concerns about liberty violations (Cohn, 2021). In
July 2021, the governor of New Hampshire signed a so-called “medical freedom” bill into law,
outlawing COVID-19 vaccine requirements to access public facilities and resources in the state
(Schumaker, 2021). This discourse suggests that attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccination and
related policy may be rooted in the liberty foundation, as with attitudes towards other vaccines.
These findings suggest that messages targeting the purity and liberty foundations may hold
promise for increasing COVID-19 vaccination intentions.
The relationship of political ideology and its moral underpinnings with lower COVID-19
vaccination intentions has important implications for public health, particularly if individuals
with similar attitudes and intentions are in close physical proximity to each other. Previous
examinations of childhood vaccinations have identified geographic clusters of under-vaccinated
individuals in which the concentration of under-vaccinated individuals within the cluster are
significantly different than that of outside the cluster and are high enough to compromise herd
immunity and increase risk of outbreak (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Buttenheim et al., 2012; Lieu et
al., 2015; Omer et al., 2008). Brewer et al. (2017) described how homophily (the tendency for
similar individuals to come into contact more than dissimilar individuals; McPherson et al.,
2001) of health behaviors and characteristics occurs (e.g., smoking; Christakis & Fowler, 2008)
and facilitates spread of health behaviors within social networks (Centola, 2011). Modeling
studies have demonstrated that the spread of anti-vaccination attitudes can lead to clustering of
individuals with these attitudes in space (Eames, 2009; Ndeffo Mbah et al., 2012; Salathe &
Bonhoeffer, 2008). Homophily of political ideology (Huber & Malhotra, 2017) and the purity

foundation in particular (Dehghani et al., 2016) have been identified in social networks. These
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factors may perhaps contribute to homogeneity of COVID-19 vaccination rates across the United
States: a team of researchers recently identified geographic clusters of individuals who were not
fully vaccinated against COVID-19 with elevated risk of the disease (Georgetown University,
2021). In sum, the ideology-vaccination link may illuminate not only avenues for intervention,
but priorities for reducing the risk of COVID-19 outbreaks.
One challenge to Moral Foundations Theory suggests that concerns with harm play a
fundamental role in moral judgments, even those of actions that, at least on the surface, may
appear harmless. Moral Dyad Theory proposes that all judgments of morality are inextricably
linked to the perceptions of both an intentional actor and of a recipient who undergoes some
form of suffering or harm, and that the perception of one is always accompanied by the other,
such that even ostensibly victimless acts such as flag-burning and homosexuality are perceived
(at least by some) to be harmful and therefore morally wrong (Gray, Waytz, et al., 2012; Gray,
Young, et al., 2012). Consistent with these propositions, judgments of and associations with
harm were found to be of central importance for predicting judgments of and associations with
immorality compared to those of other dimensions (e.g. impurity, disloyalty) regardless of
political affiliation (Schein & Gray, 2015), and perceptions of harm were found to mediate the
relationship between disgust and perceived immorality (Schein et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the
authors acknowledged that different environments may underlie cultural differences in
judgments of morality despite these judgments being based in the same template of suffering
caused by an intentional actor (Schein et al., 2016), such as with groups facing concerns about
diseases placing a moral emphasis on purity (van Leeuwen et al., 2012). Furthermore, the
findings that differences in cultures (e.g., political ideology) and their associated self-reported

moral foundations (e.g., purity and liberty) correspond to differences in attitudes towards
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vaccines suggests such cultural differences may be a valid basis for targeting and tailoring
communications about vaccines, as will be discussed in further detail, despite a shared basis in
perceived harm.
Research on environmental attitudes illustrates how Moral Foundations can be used to
craft messages that are persuasive to the individuals who use those foundations. Feinberg and
Willer (2013) found that liberals tended to view and judge environmentally friendly or
unfriendly behavior in moral terms, whereas conservatives did not, and that persuasive messages
regarding environmental issues were framed more in terms of the harm/care foundation, which is
more highly valued by liberals, than the other moral foundations. They also found that framing
pro-environmental persuasive messages in terms of purity (i.e., with text and pictures
emphasizing pollution and contamination) increased conservatives’ pro-environmental attitudes
relative to a control condition and a harm/care message frame (which emphasized destruction vs.
caring for the environment) and eliminated differences in attitudes between conservatives and
liberals, whose pro-environmental attitudes were high regardless of message condition.
Compared to messages framed using both individualizing foundations, messages framed using
the all the binding foundations have been shown to increase conservatives’ recycling intentions
and behaviors, water conservation intentions, and intentions to by energy-efficient light bulbs
(Kidwell et al., 2013); conservation intentions, opposition to climate change, and willingness to
donate to a pro-environmental cause (Wolsko et al., 2016); support for transitioning away from
fossil fuels (Hurst & Stern, 2020); and typically liberal attitude stances on topics such as
increased market regulations (Day et al., 2014). The binding foundation message used by
Wolsko et al. (2016) eliminated the difference in climate-related intentions/attitudes between
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liberals and conservatives. Similar effects were observed for a message that invoked the liberty
foundation in addition to the binding foundations (Wolsko, 2017; Study 1). Such effects of
basing messages in moral foundations congruent with conservative (rather than liberal) ideology
have been shown to be mediated by factors such as the extent to which respondents believed that
the messages were clear, relatable, believable, and persuasive (Kidwell et al., 2013), that the
messages reflected their groups’ values, and that the messages came from a member of their
group (Wolsko et al., 2016) or someone with similar values to their own (Wolsko, 2017).
Providing further evidence for the importance of ingroup membership message source, Hurst and
Stern (2020) found that the effect of ideologically congruent message frames for conservatives
was even stronger when the message was attributed to a conservative source. These findings
imply that framing messages using the moral foundations endorsed by intended audience
members can increase the persuasiveness of messages reaffirming shared values that are
important to the audience.
In conclusion, research suggests that moral concerns with liberty and purity are
associated with negative attitudes towards vaccines as well as libertarianism and political
conservatism, respectively. Conservatism, opposition to COVID-19 vaccination, and negative
attitudes towards vaccines have all been found to be correlated with each other, and concerns
about liberty have been cited by those who oppose vaccination mandates. That past attempts to
change vaccination attitudes and intentions have focused other factors, such as facts about risks
of vaccinating, may explain the ineffectiveness of these attempts. By illuminating the bases of
attitudes towards vaccines and their resistance to change, moral foundations theory offers a
promising approach for crafting persuasive messages aimed to these attitudes, particularly by
allowing for communications about disease risks and the benefits of prevention efforts (i.e.,
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vaccination) that are more closely tailored to those who are least in favor of vaccination. In line
with additional research about communications pertaining to vaccines, the gist of the messages
should be clear and up front (Reyna, 2012) – unlike, for example, a myths and facts about
COVID-19 Vaccines page (CDC, 2021c) that appears to give similar prominence to myths as
that given by the influenza vaccine flyer discussed by Schwarz et al. (2007).
Objectives and Hypotheses
Across two studies, I examined the effects of a moral-foundations-based message on
COVID-19 vaccination intentions and the boundary conditions and explanatory mechanisms of
these effects. Specifically, I hypothesized that presenting COVID-19 as violating the purity and
liberty foundations (for example, by portraying it as disgusting, unnatural, restricting, and
oppressive) and vaccination as a way to uphold the purity foundation and liberty foundations
would increase COVID-19 vaccination intentions among those who value purity and/or liberty
(as I suspected most conservatives would). I hypothesized that these respondents will perceive
that the message source values purity and liberty and therefore belongs to these respondents’
ingroup, increasing trust in the message source and therefore at least partially explaining the
foundations-based-message’s effects (Study 1). I hypothesized that perceived disgustingness of
COVID-19 (that is, the perceived extent to which COVID-19 violates the purity foundation
violation) and perceived restrictiveness/oppressiveness of COVID-19 (the perceived extent to
which COVID-19 violates the liberty foundation) would also explain the message’s effects
among those who value purity and liberty, (Study 2). This is because research linking the purity
foundation to disgust sensitivity (Graham et al., 2013) lead me to suspect that such perceptions in
response to the message will be more likely among participants who value purity and liberty, and
because perceptions should be more relevant to subsequent judgments by these participants. The
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previously discussed research on Moral Dyad Theory highlighting the role of perceived harm in
moral judgments as well as research on the role of perceived disease threat in vaccination
attitudes lead me to hypothesize that the effects of these beliefs on intentions would themselves
be explained by perceived threat of COVID-19 (Study 2). It was expected that the message
would increase participants’ belief that COVID-19 poses a threat to domains of moral concerns
they and their ingroup value closely, the belief that COVID-19 vaccination can protect from
violation of these moral foundations, the perceived utility (i.e., benefits) of COVID-19
vaccination, and ultimately COVID-19 vaccination intentions. Based on past research examining
the effects of correcting misperceptions about the vaccine, I expected no effects of a message
attempting to debunk myths about COVID-19.
In Study 1, participants completed baseline measures of demographic characteristics and
political ideology (i.e., liberal vs. conservative self-identification). They then read one of three
experimentally assigned messages: a purity and liberty foundation-based message about COVID19 vaccination, a “Myths and Facts about COVID-19 Vaccines” message (CDC, 2021c), and a
control condition. They then responded to a question about their intention to receive the COVID19 vaccine, a measure of the perceived benefits of COVID-19 vaccination, and a measure of the
extent to which they perceive the message source to be a member of their ingroup. It was
predicted that the foundations-based message would lead to increased COVID-19 vaccination
intentions relative to the control condition, whereas the Myths and Facts message would not.
Comparing the effects of the foundations-based message and the Myths and Facts message
should provide information about the usefulness of the foundations-based message compared to
the types of messages frequently employed by public health agencies. It was further predicted
that, consistent with past research on the effects of moral-foundations-based messaging on

environment-related behavioral intentions (Wolsko, 2017; Wolsko et al., 2016) and the role of
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prior attitudes and source trustworthiness in messaging about vaccines (Betsch & Sachse, 2013;
Kahan et al., 2010), the effects of the foundations-based message on COVID-19 vaccination
intentions would be particularly concentrated among conservatives (i.e., in an interaction
between experimental condition and political ideology), and that these effects would be mediated
by the belief that the message source belongs to the participant’s ingroup. I also assessed whether
the effects of the foundations-based message frame through perceived source ingroup
membership are themselves mediated by perceived benefits of COVID-19 vaccines, as I
suspected they would if participants were persuaded that COVID-19 vaccines can uphold the
purity and liberty foundations. In summary, I hypothesized that the foundations-based message
will convince participants that the message source shares their values and is therefore
trustworthy, that COVID-19 vaccines are beneficial because they can help uphold the purity and
liberty foundations, and that the participants should therefore vaccinate against COVID-19.
Study 2 expands on Study 1 by attempting to refine the foundations-based message and
further explore moderators and mediators of its effects. Baseline measures of the purity and
liberty foundations were obtained and assessed as hypothesized moderators of the effects of the
foundations-based message instead of political orientation. Specifically, increases in COVID-19
vaccination intentions were expected to be larger for those who rely on the purity or liberty
foundations than those who do not. Furthermore, instead of rating ingroup membership of
message source, participants rated the extent to which they believe COVID-19 is
disgusting/unnatural (that is, that it violates the purity foundation), oppressive/restrictive (that is,
that it violates the liberty foundation), and harmful. I hypothesized that the beliefs that COVID19 is disgusting would mediate the effects of the foundations-based message on vaccination

intentions among those who rely on the purity foundation, while the belief that COVID-19 is
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oppressive would mediate the relationship between the foundations-based message and COVID19 vaccination intentions among those who rely on the liberty foundation. The indirect effects of
the message through these beliefs were themselves hypothesized to be mediated by perceived
harmfulness of COVID-19, while the effects of perceived harm on vaccination intentions should
ultimately be mediated by belief in the benefits of COVID-19 vaccination. In other words, those
who value purity and liberty are expected to be persuaded by the foundations-based message that
COVID-19 is dangerous because it violates the purity and liberty foundations, that vaccines are
beneficial because they protect against COVID-19, and that the respondents should thus receive
a COVID-19 vaccination.

CHAPTER 2
STUDY 1
Overview
The goal of this study is to provide an initial test of the effects of a foundations-based
message on intentions and explore how it is received by the target audience – particularly
political conservatives.
Method
Participants and Sample size calculations
It was expected that the effect of purity- and liberty-foundation-based message compared
to control condition on vaccination intentions among unvaccinated individuals would be similar
in magnitude to the effect of binding- and liberty foundation-based message on conservation
intentions among political conservatives found by Wolsko (2017) – unstandardized regression
coefficient = 0.46 – since the foundations-based message in the current project was similarly
hypothesized to target the psychological underpinnings of both conservatism and opposition to
the target behavior (in this case, COVID-19 vaccination). The relationship between perceived
source ingroup membership and attitudes towards the target behavior was unavailable from
previous reports, as were regression coefficients for the relationship between vaccination benefits
and intentions (at least when intentions are treated as a continuous variable); however, these
relationships were expected to be large, and therefore unstandardized regression coefficients of
0.75 were expected. The standard deviation of conservation intentions from Wolsko et al. (2016)
35

was the anticipated standard deviation of vaccination intentions (.95) while 0.5 was the
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anticipated standard deviation of message condition (based on a mean of .5, given this variable
could take on a value of either 1 or 0 and assuming an even distribution across conditions).
Standard deviations of 1 were used for source ingroup membership and vaccination benefits in
the absence of such values in previous literature.
Power analyses using Monte Carlo simulations (varying the number of repetitions and
Monte Carlo draws per repetition as recommended by the developers) generated by an app
developed by Schoemann et al. (2017) indicated approximately 30 participants would be needed
for 90% power to detect an indirect effect of binding- and liberty-foundation-based message
compared to control condition on vaccination intentions through source ingroup membership
followed by perceived vaccination benefits based on the aforementioned parameters. A total
sample of 350 participants was targeted to provide additional power to detect an effect of
message that was smaller or operated in part through benefits alone rather than through source
ingroup followed benefits (e.g., if the total effect was divided approximately evenly between
these two indirect effects) and to detect such effects of the Myths and Facts condition in addition
to the foundations-based message condition. Power analyses conducted using G*Power 3.1
(Faul et al., 2009) similarly indicated that this sample size would provide at least 90% power to
detect a difference between intervention and control condition using binary logistic regression if,
in one of the intervention conditions, the proportion of conservatives intending to receive a
COVID-19 vaccine began to resemble those of liberals in previous studies (e.g., Latkin, Dayton,
Yi, Colon, et al., 2021). An effect of this size was expected given that the binding-foundationbased messages used in past research (Wolsko, 2017; Wolsko et al., 2016) eliminated the
difference in conservation intentions between liberals and conservatives.

Three hundred and fifty individuals were invited to participate in an online Qualtrics ©
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(2020) survey about “personal values and decisions” (slightly modified from Wolsko et al.,
2016) from Prolific, an online recruitment platform. Individuals received the invitation if they
met study inclusion criteria of being 18 years of age or older, fluent in English, a current United
States resident, and currently unvaccinated against COVID-19 according to Prolific’s prescreening questions. Participants were paid $0.80 to complete the 5-minute-long survey,
consistent with Prolific’s recommended hourly rate. This study was approved with a waiver of
documentation of consent by Loyola University Chicago’s Lakeside Campus Institutional
Review Board on February 2, 2022.
Procedures and Materials
Baseline Measures (Appendix A). Participants first completed baseline measures of
demographic characteristics (race, ethnicity, age, gender, income, and education) examined in
past research on vaccination attitudes and intentions. Next, they were asked to report their
partisan affiliation and rate their political orientation on a scale of 1 (very liberal) to 7 (very
conservative) in a measure taken from Nail et al. (2009).
Experimental Manipulation. Participants next completed an experimental manipulation
in which they were asked to read one of three randomly assigned messages: (Appendix B) a
message about a scientific topic unrelated to vaccines (specifically, bird feeding) used in
previous research to serve as a control condition (Nyhan et al., 2014; Porter et al., 2018);
(Appendix C) a “Myths and Facts about COVID-19 Vaccines” message adapted from a webpage
from the CDC (2021c); and (Appendix D) a message urging people to receive a COVID-19
vaccine designed to invoke the purity and liberty foundation.
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The “Myths and Facts” message was modified from the CDC webpage such that links to
learn more about particular topics were eliminated and only two myths were displayed to make
the message more comparable to the other conditions, reduce participant burden, prevent
participants from navigating away from the experiment, and reduce the likelihood of introducing
myths about COVID-19 vaccination that participants may not have already encountered. With a
few exceptions, the “Myths and Facts” presents a myth about vaccine safety in the form of a
question (e.g., “Can receiving a COVID-19 vaccine cause you to be magnetic?”) followed by
“No” in bold but smaller font, followed by a more detailed explanation in regular font. While this
message may address common misconceptions about COVID-19 vaccines, such misconceptions
are more salient in the message than facts, and it does little to emphasize the importance of
vaccines for protecting one’s health from COVID-19.
The moral-foundations-based message utilized key words related to purity/sanctity from
the Moral Foundations Dictionary such as infection, contagion, and contamination (Graham et
al., 2009). It emphasized aspects of how SARS-Cov-2 is spread and consequences of COVID-19
that would make the virus and its resulting disease appear disgusting and unnatural; that is, to
violate the purity foundation. The message focuses on the virus’s transmission through (CDC,
2021b) and effects on (Patel, 2021; Yetman & White, 2021) bodily fluids (respiratory droplets
and increased mucus production, respectively). A picture of someone sneezing (Figure 1,
Gathany, 2009) is also included to further illustrate these topics. The message described the fact
that some COVID-19 patients require mechanical ventilation (Yetman & White, 2021) to
increase the perception that being placed on a machine to breathe is a perversion or degradation
of natural bodily processes and thus, a violation of the purity foundation. To increase concerns
about liberty violation, the message emphasized that the disease can interfere with the ability to

perform everyday activities and framed COVID-19 vaccination as a way to take control over
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one’s own health. In line with recommendations by Reyna (2012), this message was crafted to
make the key point that vaccination can protect against these moral foundation violations as clear
as possible.
Figure 1. CDC Public Health Image Library ID # 11161

Post-Manipulation Measures (Appendix E). Participants were asked, “How much do
you intend to receive a COVID-19 vaccine?” on a scale of 1 (“Not at all”) to 7 (“Very much”) or
8 (“Already received a COVID-19 vaccine”), in case those who originally answered in Prolific’s
background questionnaires that they have not received the COVID-19 vaccine had since received
it. A similar question about receipt of or intentions to receive a first booster was presented to
participants who had already received a COVID-19 vaccine, and a question about willingness to
receive a hypothetical second booster was presented to those who reported receiving a first
booster. Participants were also presented with questions about the extent to which the source of
their assigned message was perceived to be a member of the participant’s ingroup taken from
Wolsko et al. (2016); namely, they rated the extent to which they agreed that: “The message I
read reflects my group's values” and “The message I read feels like it came from ‘my people.’”

Participants responded on a scale ranging from a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
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agree). Participants were then asked to respond to questions about the benefits of COVID-19
vaccines adapted from the Benefits subscale of the VCS (Gilkey et al., 2014; Gilkey, McRee, et
al., 2016; Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016). Specifically, they were instructed to rate their agreement
with the following questions on a scale of 0 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree): “COVID19 vaccines are necessary to protect one’s health,” “COVID-19 vaccines do a good job in
preventing COVID-19,” and “If I do not vaccinate against COVID-19, I may get COVID-19.”
This measure omitted the question from the original scale about vaccine safety, as the moralfoundations-based condition is not designed to increase beliefs in COVID-19 vaccine safety, this
item appeared to tap more into beliefs about vaccine harms than benefits, and drawing
participants attention to their beliefs in vaccine safety (or lack thereof) may unnecessarily
increase the accessibility of propositions that may be inaccurate and decrease their COVID-19
vaccination intentions.
Results
Sample characteristics
Data collection took place in February 2022. At the time, approximately 1,600
individuals meeting study criteria had been active on Prolific within the past 90 days. A total of
349 people clicked the link to participate in the study. Of these, one person was excluded
because they exited out of the survey without indicating consent or responding to any questions.
Another seven individuals indicated that they had already received a COVID-19 vaccine. Due to
the small number of such individuals, they were excluded from the analyses (rather than using
responses to the questions about booster doses as the outcome for these participants). Of these

Table 2. Study 1 Baseline Demographic Characteristics by Condition
Variable

Gender
Male
Female
Other
Missing = 1
Ethnicity
Hispanic or Latinx
Not Hispanic or Latinx
Unknown
Missing = 4
Race
American Indian/ Alaska Native
Black or African American
White or Caucasian American
Asian
Multiracial
Other
Income
Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $89,999
$90,000 or more
Missing = 2

Total
(N = 341)

Condition (N, %)
Control
(117, 34.31)
N
%
47
69
1

12
103
2

40.17
58.97
0.85

10.26
88.03
1.71

Myths and Facts Moral Foundations
(99, 29.03)
(125, 36.66)
N
%
N
%
40
59
0

8
86
2

40.40
59.60
0.00

8.33
89.58
2.08

51
72
1

11
110
3

41.13
58.06
0.81

8.87
88.71
2.42

χ2

N

%

138
200
2

40.59
58.82
0.59

31
299
7

9.20
88.72
2.08

0
15
87
4
8
3

0.00
12.82
74.36
3.42
6.84
2.56

1
8
85
2
2
1

1.01
8.08
85.86
2.02
2.02
1.01

2
18
96
2
7
0

1.60
14.40
76.80
1.60
5.60
0.00

3
41
268
8
17
4

0.88
12.02
78.59
2.35
4.99
1.17

55
42
20

47.01
35.90
17.09

57
26
15

58.16
26.53
15.31

72
33
19

58.06
26.61
15.32

184
101
54

54.28
29.79
15.93

0.86

0.40a

11.68a

4.13
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Education
Some high school
High school diploma or GED
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree
Missing = 2
Partisan Affiliation
Republican
Democrat
Libertarian
Other
Missing = 5

0
20
47
38
11

38
27
17
33

0.00
17.24
40.52
32.76
9.48

33.04
23.48
14.78
28.70

5
23
31
31
9

50
20
8
20

5.05
23.23
31.31
31.31
9.09

51.02
20.41
8.16
20.41

0
27
49
42
6

44
33
17
29

0.00
21.77
39.52
33.87
4.84

5
70
127
111
26

1.47
20.65
37.46
32.74
7.67

35.77
26.83
13.82
23.58

132
80
42
82

39.29
23.81
12.50
24.40

M
36.28

SD
12.46

M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
Age
35.98
11.51
37.08
12.46 35.91
13.68
a
Fisher’s exact test was used rather than χ2 as expected cell counts were less than five percent.
*p < .05.

16.76a*

9.58

F
0.291

respondents, two reportedly received a booster and were in favor of receiving a second booster. Three more respondents indicated
intending to receive a booster. Another respondent reported being ambivalent or indifferent towards receiving a booster, while the
remaining respondent reported no intention of receiving a booster.
The remaining 341 individuals were most commonly female, Not Hispanic or Latinx, White, and Republican, with an annual
household income of less than $50,000 and highest educational attainment of some college. Baseline characteristics are compared
across experimental conditions in Table 2. Of those who selected “other” for partisan affiliation, all but two respondents (one self-
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reported Socialist and another Constitutionalist) indicated that they were Independent or had no
partisan affiliation. Highest educational attainment significantly differed by experimental
condition; post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons indicated that this
finding was driven by more participants with some high school in the Myths and Facts condition
than in the control or moral foundations condition. As such, educational attainment was included
as a covariate in subsequent regression analyses.
Measures
The two items assessing message source perceived ingroup membership formed a scale
with excellent reliability (α = .93); as such, the average of the two items was taken to form a
single measure of source ingroup membership. Reliability analyses also revealed that the
vaccination benefits items formed a scale with acceptable internal consistency (α = .79);
however, they also showed that Cronbach’s α = would increase to .89 if the item “If I do not
vaccinate against COVID-19, I may get COVID-19” were deleted. Therefore, this item was
omitted when creating a single measure of vaccination benefits, which was accomplished by
averaging the two remaining benefits items. While participants in this sample leaned
conservative, political orientation was found to have sufficient variability to include it as a
moderator of the relationship between message condition and intentions in the planned analyses
upon visual inspection of frequencies. Two dummy code variables assessing the effects of one of
the two COVID-19 vaccine message conditions relative to the control condition (dummy code
#1: moral foundations = 1, myths vs. facts = 0, control = 0; dummy code #2: moral foundations =
0, myths vs. facts = 1, control = 0) were created. Upon examination, the distribution of COVID19 vaccination intentions was found to be highly skewed, with 185 participants (54.25%)
reporting that they did “not at all” intend to receive a COVID-19 vaccine, with the remaining

participants spread across the response options indicating higher vaccination intentions (e.g.,
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with 48 or 14.1% of respondents selecting a “2” on the 7-point scale and 16 or 4.7% of
respondents selecting “7 – Very much”). Furthermore, standardized residuals obtained from
regression analyses of the two dummy codes comparing the intervention messages to control
were themselves found to be significantly non-normal (Shapiro’ Wilks test of normality = .770, p
< .001) suggesting the assumption of normality of residuals for linear regression was violated.
Therefore, sensitivity analyses were performed to determine whether and how the results of
prediction models changed depending on whether the measure of COVID-19 vaccination
intentions was kept in its original continuous form or dichotomized with a value of “0” assigned
to those who selected “1 - Not at all” for the original measure and a value of “1” assigned to
those who selected all other responses for that item.
A conditional process analysis assessing the relationships between the previously
described dummy code variables comparing the foundations-based message and the Myths and
Facts message to the control condition and COVID-19 vaccination intentions was conducted
using PROCESS (Hayes, 2018). Perceived ingroup membership of message source and
perceived benefits of COVID-19 vaccination (the abbreviated scale omitting the item assessing
the belief that one may get COVID-19 if they do not receive a COVID-19 vaccine) were
assessed as serial mediators of the effects of message condition to test for any indirect effects of
message through perceived message source ingroup membership or COVID-19 vaccination
benefits, as well as whether any indirect effects of message through source ingroup membership
are themselves mediated by COVID-19 vaccination benefits. Political orientation (mean-centered
to facilitate interpretation of regression coefficients) was included as a moderator of the
relationship between message source and perceived ingroup message (to test the hypothesis that

conservatives would be particularly likely to view the foundations-based message, but not the
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Myths and Facts message, as coming from an ingroup member) as well as a moderator of the
relationship between message and vaccination benefits when controlling for the effect of
message on ingroup membership perceptions and the direct effect of message on vaccination
intentions (to assess whether there was any un-hypothesized moderation of these unhypothesized effects and obtain the association between political orientation and those
outcomes). Since educational attainment was found to significantly differ across message
conditions, dummy codes comparing some college (the most common level of educational
attainment) to each other level of educational attainment were entered as covariates. Indirect
effects of message through the proposed mediators, indices of moderated mediation, and 95%
confidence intervals surrounding these estimates were assessed with bootstrapping using 5,000
samples and a randomization seed of 54321.
One participant was dropped from the models for not reporting their political orientation, leaving
a final N of 340 for the analysis. Since the pattern of results from models testing the main
hypotheses using binary logistic regression to assess effects on COVID-19 vaccination intentions
when this variable was dichotomized (data available upon request) was the same as the one from
models using linear regression when the vaccination intentions outcome was treated as
continuous, only results treating intentions as continuous are presented and discussed in detail to
facilitate interpretation of the presented effects. Zero-order correlations and descriptive statistics
for political orientation, perceived message source ingroup membership, COVID-19 vaccination
benefits, and COVID-19 vaccination intentions across all participants are displayed in Table 3.
To provide a preliminary overview of the effects of the intervention messages’ and
proposed moderators’ overall effects on the outcomes of interest, results from simple

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for and correlations between political orientation, proposed mediator variables, and COVID-19
vaccination intentions (Study 1).
Variable

Political Orientation
Message Source Ingroup Membership
COVID-19 Vaccination Benefits

M

4.46
3.28
4.13

Correlations (N = 341a)

SD

1.53
1.64
2.94

Political
Orientation
–
-.26
-.45

COVID-19 Vaccination intentions
2.26
1.77
-.39
For all correlations depicted, the two-tailed p < .001.
a
Except for correlations involving political orientation, for which N = 340.

Message Source
Ingroup
Membership

COVID-19
Vaccination
Benefits

–
.51

–

.41

.69

COVID-19
Vaccination
intentions

–

simultaneous regression analyses in which dummy codes comparing each intervention message to control, political orientation, and
the interaction between political orientation and each intervention message were regressed on COVID-19 vaccination intentions,
source ingroup membership, and COVID-19 Vaccination Benefits are displayed in Table 4. The foundations-based message
significantly decreased perceived source ingroup membership; there were no other effects of either intervention message when holding
political orientation constant. Political conservatism was associated with significantly lower vaccination intentions and benefits.
Political conservatism also significantly decreased the effects of both intervention messages on perceived message source ingroup
membership, such that both the foundations-based message and the myths and facts message had a particularly pronounced negative
effect on source ingroup membership among political conservatives.
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Table 4. Total effects of Predictors on Outcomes (Study 1)
Antecedent
Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations Message
Myths and Facts Message
Moderator
Political Orientation
Focal Predictor X Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations Message X Political
Orientation
Myths and Facts Message X Political
Orientation

COVID-19 Vaccination
Intentions

Outcome (95 % CI)
Source Ingroup
Membership

COVID-19 Vaccination
Benefits

0.23 (-0.19 to 0.64)
0.39 (-0.06 to 0.83)

-0.97 (-1.36 to -0.59)***
-0.27 (-0.67 to 0.14)

0.56 (-0.10 to 1.22)
0.67 (-0.04 to 1.37)

-0.31 (-0.52 to -0.10)**

0.07 (-0.12 to 0.27)

-0.80 (-1.14 to -0.47)***

-0.27 (-0.55 to 0.02)

-0.61 (-0.87 to -0.35)***

-0.31 (-0.77 to 0.14)

-0.17 (-0.45 to 0.12)

-0.41 (-0.67 to -0.14)**

0.09 (-0.37 to 0.55)

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

Unstandardized regression coefficients for each effect in each model generated by the conditional process analysis are
displayed in Table 5. Figures 2 and 3 include statistical diagrams eliminating paths that are neither hypothesized nor significant for
ease of review. The conditional process analysis revealed that, contrary to hypotheses, the foundations-based message significantly
decreased perceived message source ingroup membership relative to control. Consistent with predictions, however, increasing
message source ingroup membership was significantly associated with increasing COVID-19 vaccination benefits, which was in turn
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associated with increasing COVID-19 vaccination intentions. The foundations-based message
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increased vaccination benefits relative to control when controlling for the effects of source
ingroup membership. The indirect effect of foundations-based message on vaccination intentions
through vaccination benefits when controlling for the effect of source ingroup membership was
significant (unstandardized regression coefficient = 0.49, 95% CI: 0.27 to 0.70). There was a
significant negative association between political orientation and vaccination benefits when
controlling for source ingroup membership such that increasing conservatism was associated
with decreasing vaccination benefits. There were no direct effects of foundations-based message,
political orientation, or source ingroup membership when controlling for vaccination benefits.
There was a significant interaction between political orientation and foundations-based message.
As political orientation (for which higher numbers indicated increasingly conservative political
ideology) has a mean just above the mid-point of the 7-point scale and a standard deviation of
1.53, mean-centered political orientation values of -1.53, 0, and 1.53 (at which effects of
message are output if they are significantly moderated by political orientation) can
approximately be interpreted as somewhat liberal, moderate, and conservative, respectively.
Comparing the effects of message on source ingroup membership perceptions revealed that the
foundations-based message had no effect on source ingroup membership among liberals
(unstandardized regression coefficient = -0.05, p = .856, 95% CI: -0.58 to -0.48) but decreased
source ingroup membership perceptions among conservatives (unstandardized regression
coefficient = -1.91, p < .001, 95% CI = -2.48 to -1.33). The indirect effect of foundations-based
message (relative to control) on COVID-19 vaccination intentions through perceived message
source ingroup membership followed by vaccination benefits was significantly moderated by
political orientation (bootstrap index of moderated mediation = -0.19, 95% CI = -0.29 to -0.09)

Figure 2. Abbreviated Statistical Diagram of Effects of Moral Foundations-based message vs. Control (Study 1)

Note. Paths that were hypothesized not to be significant or about which there were no hypotheses are in blue. Paths are labeled with
unstandardized regression coefficients.
***p < .001.
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Table 5. Process Analysis Component Models (Study 1)
Antecedent

Source Ingroup
Membership

Outcome (95 % CI)
COVID-19 Vaccination
Benefits

COVID-19
Vaccination Intentions

Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations Message
-0.98 (-1.36 to -0.60)***
1.35 (0.75 to 1.95)***
0.11 (-0.24 to 0.46)
Myths and Facts Message
-0.33 (-0.74 to .09)
0.88 (0.25 to 1.52)**
0.12 (-0.24 to 0.48)
Moderator
Political Orientation
0.07 (-0.13 to 0.26)
-0.85 (-1.15 to -0.55)***
-0.03 (-0.21 to 0.15)
Focal Predictor X Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations Message X Political
-0.61 (-0.87 to -0.34) ***
0.22 (-0.20 to 0.63)
-0.10 (-0.33 to 0.13)
Orientation
Myths and Facts Message X Political
-0.39 (-0.65 to -0.12)**
0.44 (0.03 to 0.85)*
-0.16 (-0.39 to 0.08)
Orientation
Mediator
Source Ingroup membership
-0.85 (0.68 to 1.01)***
0.08 (-0.03 to 0.19)***
COVID-19 Vaccination Benefits
--0.36 (0.30 to 0.43)***
Each column contains a model estimated as part of the conditional process analysis and its resulting regression coefficients, beginning
with the effects of focal predictors, proposed moderators, and their interaction on source ingroup membership; followed by the effects
of the aforementioned variables, including source ingroup membership, on COVID-19 Vaccination Benefits; followed by the effects
of all antecedents, now including COVID-19 Vaccination Benefits, on COVID-19. Effects of education were not significant (all p’s <
.090; all 95% CIs contain 0) and are omitted for space.
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.
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such that this indirect effect decreased with increasing levels of conservatism. Specifically, while
the foundations-based message had no effect on intentions through message source ingroup
membership followed by benefits among liberals (unstandardized regression coefficient = -.02,
95 % CI = -0.18 to 0.15), it decreased intentions through this pathway among conservatives
(unstandardized regression coefficient = -0.59, 95% CI = -0.84 to -0.37). There was no
interaction between political orientation and foundations-based message on vaccination benefits
or intentions.
There was no main effect of the Myths and Facts message on ingroup membership
relative to control; however, as with the Foundations-based message, the Myths and Facts
message significantly increased perceived vaccination benefits when controlling for the effect of
source ingroup membership. The indirect effect of the Myths and Facts message on intentions
through benefits was significant (unstandardized regression coefficient = 0.32, 95% CI 0.08 to
0.56). There was no direct effect of the Myths and Facts message on COVID-19 vaccination
intentions. Also similar to the foundations-based message, there was an interaction between the
Myths and Facts message and political orientation such that the effect of message decreased with
increasing levels of conservatism. Among liberals, the Myths and Facts message did not affect
perceived source ingroup membership (unstandardized regression coefficient = 0.27, p = .386,
95% CI = -0.34 to 0.871), whereas among conservatives, it decreased perceived source ingroup
membership (unstandardized regression coefficient = -0.92, p = .001, 95% CI = -1.48 to -0.37).
Political conservatism also significantly moderated the indirect effect of the Myths and Facts
message on COVID-19 vaccination intentions through source ingroup membership followed by
COVID-19 vaccination benefits (bootstrap index of moderated mediation = -0.12, 95% CI = 0.22 to -0.02). The indirect effect was null for liberals (unstandardized regression coefficient =

0.08, 95% CI = -0.12 to 0.29) but negative for conservatives (unstandardized regression
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coefficient = -0.28, 95% CI = -0.49 to -0.09).
Political orientation significantly moderated the effect of the Myths and Facts message on
vaccination benefits in the opposite manner as it did for source ingroup membership.
Specifically, the effectiveness of the message on benefits increased with increasing
conservatism; however, the indirect effect of message on intentions through benefits was not
significantly moderated by political orientation (index of moderated mediation = 0.08, 95% CI
0.00 to 0.32). There was no interaction between the Myths and Facts message and political
orientation on intentions when controlling for other effects in the model. Neither experimental
message had indirect effects on intentions through perceived source ingroup message while
controlling for the effects of vaccination benefits when holding political orientation constant at
the mean (all CIs contain zero).
As the effects of both experimental messages relative to control through message source
ingroup membership followed by vaccination benefits were opposite in sign to the effects
through vaccination benefits when controlling for message source ingroup membership, an
additional conditional process analysis identical to the one previously described except omitting
message source ingroup membership as a mediator was conducted to clarify and test the net
effects of the experimental messages on vaccination benefits and ultimately, vaccination
intentions. Neither message was significantly associated with vaccination benefits, nor were
there any direct effects of either message on intentions, interactions with political orientation on
vaccination benefits, or interactions with political orientation on vaccination intentions when
controlling for vaccination benefits; all ps < .099 (though that smallest p-value suggested a trend
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for an increase in vaccination benefits in response to the Myths and Facts message), all 95% CIs
contained zero.

Figure 3. Abbreviated Statistical Diagram of Effects of Myths and Facts Message vs. Control (Study 1)

Note. Paths that were hypothesized not to be significant or about which there were no hypotheses are in blue. Paths are labeled with
unstandardized regression coefficients.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001
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CHAPTER 3
STUDY 2
Overview
In light of the finding that the foundations-based condition did not increase vaccination
intentions, and even decreased source ingroup membership perceptions (particularly among
those for whom the message was most intended to resonate with), the foundations-based
condition was revised to be shorter, sound less clinical, and have the key points that vaccination
can protect against violation of the purity and liberty foundations more up-front. In addition, new
items were added to the measure of COVID-19 vaccination benefits to gain a more complete
picture of attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccines, the relationship between attitudes and
intentions, and the foundation-based message’s effects on them. Specifically, the previously
omitted item about perceived vaccine safety from the original vaccination benefits subscale
(Gilkey et al., 2014; Gilkey, McRee, et al., 2016; Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016) was included.
Furthermore, given the low association between the item “If I do not vaccinate against COVID19, I may get COVID-19” and other items in the benefits scale, it was suspected that this item
may not correspond as closely to intentions one that assesses the perceived severity of COVID19 if rather than the likelihood of contracting it – particularly since, at the time of data collection,
available vaccines were commonly understood to be more effective for minimizing the severity
of the predominant Omicron variant of the virus than for preventing it. As such, an item
assessing the belief that COVID-19 vaccines prevent serious harm from COVID-19 was added to
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the measure of vaccination benefits as well. It was anticipated that adding these new items would
allow the vaccination benefits scale to even more fully account for vaccination intentions.
Method
Procedures and analyses for Study 1 were the same as Study 2 except as noted in the
following sections.
Participants and sample size calculations
Sample size calculations using the application developed by Schoemann et al. (2017)
were conducted using the same methods described above, except that the total anticipated effect
of message (0.43, from Wolsko, 2017) was divided into two equal proposed effects through
disgust towards COVID-19 and perceived oppressiveness of COVID-19 followed by harm, with
the relationship between these perceptions and harm set to 0.5, the unstandardized coefficient for
the effect of disgust on perceived harm taken from Schein et al. (2016), and the relationship
between perceived harm and intentions set to 0.95. the effect of perceived harm on moral
judgments from Schein et al. (2016). Standard deviations of these proposed mediators were set to
1, as they were unavailable from past research. It was found that a sample of 350 participants
would provide 90% power to detect each of these indirect effects. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria for Study 2 were the same as those for Study 1, except individuals who participated in
Study 1 were excluded from participating in Study 2. Respondents were paid $2.40 in exchange
for completing a 15-minute survey.
Materials and Procedures
Baseline Measures (Appendix F). Instead of completing a baseline measure of political
orientation, participants completed the purity foundation items from the Moral Foundations
Questionnaire (Graham et al., 2011) and the Liberty Foundation questionnaire (Iyer et al., 2012).
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Interspersed with these items were those assessing endorsement of the harm foundation (to make
it more difficult for participants to guess the study hypotheses) and attention checks.
Experimental Manipulation. Since the Myths and Facts message was not found to
influence COVID-19 vaccination intentions in Study 1, I dropped this condition from Study 2
such that participants were only assigned to either the revised foundations-based message
condition or the control condition. This new foundations-based message can be found in
Appendix G.
Post-Manipulation Measures (Appendix H). Instead of rating ingroup membership of
message source, participants were asked to rate the extent to which they believe COVID-19 is
disgusting and/or unnatural, oppressive and/or restrictive, and harmful (with items assessing this
latter construct taken from Schein et al., 2016).
Results
Sample characteristics
Data collection took place in February 2022. Approximately 1,200 eligible individuals
had been recently active on Prolific at the time. A total of 350 people participated in the survey.
Of note, 20 more people had begun to take the survey but had exited out and returned the
submission without requesting payment – and many of them had done at the first mention of
COVID-19 in the study materials (either the foundations-based message or the question about
vaccination intentions for control condition respondents). Participants were excluded if they
indicated that they had already received a COVID-19 vaccine (n = 7). None of these individuals
had received an initial booster. Five selected “7- Very much” when asked how much they
intended to do so, while another person selected “1 – Not at all” and another selected “5.”
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Table 6. Study 2 Baseline Demographic Characteristics by Condition
Condition

Gender
Male
Female
Other (please specify)
Missing = 2
Ethnicity
Hispanic or Latinx
Not Hispanic or Latinx
Unknown
Missing = 8
Race
American Indian/Alaska Native
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or other
Pacific Islander
White or Caucasian American
Asian
Multiracial
Other (please specify)
Missing = 2
Annual Household Income
Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $89,999
$90,000 or more
Missing = 3
Education
Some high school
High school diploma or GED
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree
Missing = 2
Partisan Affiliation
Republican
Democrat

Control
(N = 167,
50.15%)
N
%

Moral
Foundations
(N = 166,
49.85%)
N
%

70
95
2

63
101
2

8
150
5

41.90
56.90
1.20
4.90
92.00
3.10

12
150
2

38.00
60.80
1.20
7.30
91.50
1.20

Total (N = 333)

N

%

133
196
4

39.90
58.90
1.20

20
300
7

6.10
91.70
2.10

3
14

1.80
8.40

3
29

1.80
17.50

6
43

1.80
12.90

1
138
1
8
2

0.60
82.60
0.60
4.80
1.20

0
121
2
8
3

0.00
72.90
1.20
4.80
1.80

1
259
3
16
5

0.30
77.80
0.90
4.80
1.50

105
48
14

62.90
28.70
8.40

95
47
23

57.60
28.50
13.90

200
95
37

60.20
28.60
11.10

10
41
61
44
11

6.00
24.60
36.50
26.30
6.60

6
40
64
50
6

3.60
24.10
38.60
30.10
3.60

16
81
125
94
17

4.80
24.30
37.50
28.20
5.10

59
49

35.50
29.50

60
40

36.40
24.20

119
89

36.00
26.90

χ2
.55a

2.08a

7.88a

2.69

2.94

1.93

Libertarian
Other (please specify)
Missing = 4

15
43

9.00
25.90

21
44

12.70
26.70

36
87

10.90
26.30
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M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t
Age
36.79 12.38 36.80 12.79 36.81 12.55
0.00
a
Fisher’s exact test was used rather than χ2 as expected cell counts were less than five percent.
Participants were also excluded if they failed either of the two attention checks within the
Moral Foundations Questions (i.e., reporting that whether someone was good at math was very
or extremely relevant to their moral judgments, n = 6; or strongly disagreeing that it is better to
do good than to do bad, n = 2). The remaining 335 people were included in any subsequent
analyses for which they had complete data on all variables involved. Baseline characteristics of
participants in the foundations-based message condition compared to control are included in
Table 6. No baseline characteristics differed significantly between the two conditions. Overall,
respondents were most commonly female, Not Hispanic or Latinx, White, with an annual
household income of less than $50,000, with a highest educational attainment of some college,
and Republican, as with Study 1.
Scale reliabilities, zero-order correlations, and descriptive statistics for COVID-19
vaccination intentions and all proposed moderators and mediators included in subsequent
analyses are shown in Table 7. The new vaccine benefits scale had good reliability, α = 0.90, but
once again, dropping the item about getting COVID-19 if unvaccinated increased Cronbach’s
alpha to 0.92. The items intended to assess whether COVID-19 violates the purity foundation
showed poor reliability; α = 0.54. Therefore, only the item assessing disgust towards COVID-19
was included in the analyses that followed, since the revised foundations-based message more
strongly targeted disgust than perceived unnaturalness. All other scales showed acceptable-togood reliabilities, and as such, single measures were created for each of them by taking the

Table 7. Descriptive statistics for and correlations between political orientation, proposed mediator variables, and COVID-19
vaccination intentions (Study 2)
Variable

Political
Orientation
Liberty
Purity
Disgust towards
COVID-19
Belief that
COVID-19 is
Oppressive
Belief that
COVID-19 is
Harmful
COVID-19
Vaccination
Benefits
COVID-19
Vaccination
Intentions
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

α

M

SD
Political
Orientation

Liberty

Purity

Correlations (N = 335)
Disgust
Belief that
towards
COVID-19 is
COVID-19
Oppressive

Belief that
COVID-19
is Harmful

COVID-19
Vaccination
Benefits

–
0.74
0.81

4.21
3.69
2.84

1.59
0.70
1.16

–
.29***
.29***

–
0.11

–

–

4.30

2.14

-.02

0.01

.24***

–

0.84

4.99

1.75

-.04

.06

.19***

.53***

–

0.96

5.16

1.78

-.30***

-.12

.08

.50***

.50***

–

0.92

4.50

2.83

-.47***

-.26***

.30***

.09

.02

.38***

–

-.20**

.22***

.16**

.04

.34***

.77***

–

2.39

1.90

-.42***
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average of their component items. As with Study 1, most respondents (54.32%) reported no
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intention of receiving a COVID-19 vaccine “at all.” Sensitivity analyses examining whether
results from analyses testing the main hypotheses changed after dichotomizing COVID-19
vaccines as the main outcome showed the same overall pattern of findings, and results from
models using logistic regression are not discussed further (data available upon request).
Results from simultaneous regression models predicting the outcomes of interest are
displayed in Table 8 to provide an initial overview of the effects of the revised foundations-based
message and moral foundations. The foundations-based message had no impact on COVID-19
vaccination intentions or any belief about COVID-19. The purity foundation was significantly
associated with increased belief that COVID-19 is oppressive and disgusting, but also with lower
COVID-19 vaccination intentions. The liberty foundation significantly predicted both decreased
perceived harmfulness of COVID-19 and decreased vaccination intentions. There was also a
significant interaction between the purity foundation and foundations-based message such that
the message’s effects on intentions increased with increasing endorsement of the purity
foundation.
A conditional process model was run using PROCESS (Hayes, 2018) examining the
effects of the foundations-based message relative to control (with the former coded as 0 and the
latter coded as 1 in the indicator variable used in the model) on COVID-19 vaccination
intentions through disgust towards COVID-19 and perceived oppressiveness as parallel
mediators followed by perceived harmfulness of COVID-19 as a serial mediator. The model also
examined whether the effects of message on disgust and perceived oppressiveness as well as the
effects of these variables on perceived harm from COVID-19 and vaccination intentions

Table 8. Total Effects of Predictors on Outcomes (Study 2)
Antecedent
Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations
Message
Moderator
Purity
Liberty
Focal Predictor X
Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations
Message X Purity
Moral Foundations
Message X Liberty

COVID-19 Vaccination
Intentions

Outcome (95 % CI)
Disgust Towards
Belief that COVID-19
COVID-19
is Oppressive

Belief that COVID-19
is Harmful

-0.16 (-0.55 to 0.23)

0.32 (-0.13 to 0.77)

-0.00 (-0.38 to 0.37)

-0.09 (-0.47 to 0.30)

-0.34 (-0.51 to -0.17)***
-0.47 (-0.75 to -0.18)**

0.44 (0.24 to 0.63)***
-0.07 (-0.40 to 0.25)

0.28 (0.12 to 0.44)***
0.08 (-0.19 to 0.36)

0.13 (-0.03 to 0.30)
-0.33 (-0.61 to -0.05)*

0.37 (0.03 to 0.71)*

0.37 (-0.02 to 0.77)

0.04 (-0.28 to 0.37)

0.28 (-0.05 to 0.61)

0.28 (-0.29 to 0.85)

0.24 (-0.41 to 0.90)

-0.11 (-0.65 to 0.44)

-0.15 (-0.70 to 0.40)

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

depended on endorsement of the purity foundation or liberty foundation, with purity specified to moderate pathways involving disgust
and liberty specified to moderate pathways involving oppressiveness. All continuous variables involved in calculating effects were
mean-centered. As two participants did not complete the experimental manipulation or subsequent questions, they were dropped from
this analysis and all subsequent analyses comparing conditions (final N = 333). Estimates of indirect effects, moderation of indirect
effects, and their 95% confidence intervals were estimated with bootstrapping involving 5,000 samples and randomization seed of
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Table 9. Conditional Process Analysis Component Models (Study 2)
Antecedent
Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations
Message
Moderator
Purity
Liberty
Focal Predictor X
Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations
Message X Purity
Moral Foundations
Message X Liberty
Mediator
Disgust towards
COVID-19
Belief that COVID-19 is
Oppressive
Belief that COVID-19 is
Harmful
Mediator X Moderator
Interaction
Disgust towards COVID19 X Purity
Belief that COVID-19 is
Oppressive X Liberty

Disgust Towards
COVID-19

Outcome (95 % CI)
Belief that COVID- Belief that COVID-19
19 is Oppressive
is Harmful

COVID-19 Vaccination
Intentions

-0.31 (-0.13 to 0.76)

0.01 (-0.37 to 0.39)

-0.17 (-0.49 to 0.15)

-0.13 (-0.51 to 0.24)

0.43 (0.23 to 0.62)***
--

-0.13 (-0.14 – 0.40)

-0.07 (-0.21 to 0.07)
-0.33 (-0.56 to -0.09)**

-0.38 (-0.55 to -0.22)***
-0.32 (-0.59 to -0.04)*

0.40 (0.01 to 0.78)*

--

--

--

--

-0.15 (-0.69 to 0.40)

--

--

--

--

0.28 (0.19 to 0.37)***

0.10 (-0.01 to 0.21)

0.33 (0.22 to 0.44)***

-0.17 (-0.31 to -0.04)*

--

--

--

-0.17 (-0.31 to -0.04)*

--

--

0.00 (-0.06 to 0.06)

-0.03 (-0.11 to 0.04)

--

--

0.06 (-0.07 to 0.19)

0.39 (0.26 to 0.52)***
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Each column contains a model estimated as part of the conditional process analysis and its resulting regression coefficients. Mediators
and interaction terms are only included in models in which they are hypothesized to have effects. For example, effects of purity and
interactions with purity on foundations-based message on perceived oppressiveness and harmfulness of COVID-19 are not estimated
as they are not hypothesized. Each effect included in a given model’s column is controlling for all other variables included as
predictors in that model.
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

Table 10. Indirect Effects of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions from Process Analysis Component
Models (Study 2)
Mediation Pathway (i.e., effect of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions
Effect (95% CI)
through ____ followed by ____)
Disgust Towards COVID-19  Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
0.03 (-0.01 to 0.09)
Disgust Towards COVID-19
0.03 (-0.01 to 0.1)
Belief that COVID-19 is Oppressive  Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
0.00 (-0.05 to 0.05)
Belief that COVID-19 is Oppressive
0.00 (-0.07 to 0.07)
Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
-0.07 (-0.19 to 0.05)
Note that each of the above indirect effects are constructed from coefficients generated by the component models of the process
analysis, such that, for example, the indirect of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination intentions through the Belief
that COVID-19 is harmful is the product of the effect of Moral Foundations Message on the Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful when
controlling for all other variables in the model predicting the Belief that COVID-19 is harmful (e.g., Disgust Towards COVID-19) and
the effect of the Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions when controlling for all other variables in the
model predicting COVID-19 Vaccination intentions.
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54321. Unstandardized coefficients and surrounding 95% confidence intervals of each path in
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the analysis are displayed in Table 9, with resulting indirect effects of message in Table 10. To
facilitate interpretation, a statistical diagram displaying only pathways that are significant are
displayed in Figure 4.
Disgust towards COVID-19 and perceived oppressiveness of COVID-19 were positively
associated with the belief that COVID-19 is harmful, which was in turn, positively associated
with COVID-19 vaccination intentions. Disgust was unrelated to intentions and perceived
oppressiveness was negatively related to intentions when accounting for the effects of these
variables through harm. The foundations-based message did not significantly influence disgust
towards COVID-19, perceived oppressiveness of COVID-19, the belief that COVID-19 is
harmful, or COVID-19 vaccination intentions when holding scores on the purity and liberty
foundations constant; nor were there any significant indirect effects on intentions through
oppressiveness alone, disgust alone, harm alone, or through either disgust or oppressiveness
followed by harm. The liberty foundation was unrelated to the belief that COVID-19 is
oppressive but was related to lower perceived harmfulness of COVID-19 and vaccination
intentions, whereas purity foundation was significantly, positively associated with disgust
towards COVID-19. Endorsement of the purity foundation predicted lower COVID-19
vaccination intentions when controlling for its effect on intentions through disgust followed by
perceived harmfulness.
The purity foundation did not moderate the effect of disgust on perceived harm or
intentions; nor did the liberty foundation moderate the effect of oppressiveness on intentions.
There were no interaction effects between the liberty foundation and foundations-based message

Figure 4. Abbreviated Statistical Diagram of Effects of Moral Foundations Message, Purity, and Liberty on Vaccination Intentions
through COVID-19 Beliefs (Study 2)

Note. Paths that were hypothesized not to be significant or about which there were no hypotheses are in blue. Paths are labeled with
unstandardized regression coefficients.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
on the belief that COVID-19 was oppressive. However, there was a significant interaction between foundations-based message and
purity on disgust towards COVID-19, such that those who scored higher on the purity foundation reported greater disgust towards
COVID-19 (unstandardized regression coefficient = 0.77 for those one standard deviation above the mean on purity, p = .017, 95%
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CI: 0.14 to 1.40) in response to the foundations-based message compared to control, while those
who did not endorse the purity foundation did not report increased disgust (unstandardized
regression coefficient = -0.15 for those 1 SD above the mean, p = .649, 95% CI: -0.78 to 0.49).
The indirect effect of message on intentions through disgust followed by harm was only
significant for those who endorsed the purity foundation as well (indirect effect = 0.08, 95% CI:
0.01 to 0.18; CIs for the indirect effect at the mean and 1 SD below the mean on purity all
contained zero).
As the index of moderated mediation generated by PROCESS is only an estimate of
linear relationships between moderator variables and indirect effects, it is not output when the
same variable is set to moderate multiple paths within the same indirect effect. Therefore, a
second analysis was run in which the effect of message on disgust towards COVID-19 was the
only path involving disgust towards COVID-19 that purity was freed to moderate in order to
obtain an index of moderated mediation. Results indicated that the effect of message on
COVID-19 vaccination intentions through disgust and then through perceived harmfulness of
COVID-19 was not significantly dependent on the purity foundation, index of moderated
mediation = 0.07 (95% CI: 0.00 to 0.17). Analyses in which harmfulness of COVID-19 was
omitted as a mediator in case its inclusion diluted the effects of message through disgust on
intentions (e.g., by multiplying the indirect effect by yet another fraction and carrying forward
sampling error from previous effects in the serial mediation model; Hayes, 2018) yielded the
same results (data available upon request).
Since liberty did not significantly moderate any effects of message and since political
orientation significantly interacted with the effects of message on source ingroup membership
perceptions, exploratory analyses were conducted replacing liberty with political orientation as a
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moderator, allowing political orientation to moderate the same paths as purity, and including the
liberty foundation as a covariate. Doing so would allow for the comparison of the strength of
moral foundations vs. political orientation (the interaction terms with message for the purity
foundation vs. political orientation) at predicting attitudes and intentions related to COVID-19
vaccination, since previous research found moral foundations outperform political orientation at
predicting certain culturally-relevant issue stances (Koleva et al., 2012). Results from simple
regression analyses are presented in Table 11. The purity foundation remained a significant
predictor of less favorable beliefs about COVID-19 but lower COVID-19 vaccination intentions,
whereas the liberty foundation no longer significantly predicted any outcomes once political
orientation was added to the model. Political orientation significantly predicted lower perceived
oppressiveness and harmfulness of COVID-19 as well as decreased vaccination intentions. There
were no main effects of foundations-based message; nor were there any interactions between
message and purity or political orientation.
Coefficients from models generated by the full PROCESS analysis are in Table 12, with
indirect effects derived from these coefficients in Table 13. A diagram including significant
paths can be found in Figure 5. As with the liberty foundation, political orientation was
negatively associated with the belief that COVID-19 is harmful. Increasing conservatism was
also significantly associated with lower COVID-19 vaccination intentions even when accounting
for any effects through harm, which itself still predicted vaccination intentions. Liberty did not
significantly predict intentions or any intermediate outcome when political orientation was
included in the model. There was no interaction between foundation-based message and political
orientation. Purity remained a significant predictor of disgust towards COVID-19 (which itself
now significantly predicted vaccination intentions when controlling for perceived harm) and still

Table 11. Total Effects of Predictors (Including Political Orientation) on Outcomes (Study 2)
Antecedent
Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations
Message
Moderator
Purity
Political Orientation
Covariate
Liberty
Focal Predictor X
Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations
Message X Purity
Moral Foundations
Message X Political
Orientation

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

COVID-19 Vaccination
Intentions

Outcome
Disgust Towards
Belief that COVID-19
COVID-19
is Oppressive

Belief that COVID-19
is Harmful

-0.15 (-0.52 to 0.22)

0.32 (-0.12 to 0.77)

0.00 (-0.38 to 0.37)

-0.08 (-0.44 to 0.28)

-0.18 (-0.35 to -0.01)*
-0.43 (-0.56 to -0.31)***

0.48 (0.28 to 0.69)***
-0.14 (-0.29 to 0.01)

0.33 (0.16 to 0.5)***
-0.14 (-0.27 to -0.01)*

0.28 (0.11 to 0.44)**
-0.38 (-0.5 to -0.26)***

-0.22 (-0.5 to 0.06)

0.00 (-0.34 to 0.34)

0.17 (-0.11 to 0.45)

-0.1 (-0.38 to 0.17)

0.33 (0 to 0.67)

0.4 (0 to 0.81)

0.04 (-0.3 to 0.38)

0.24 (-0.09 to 0.57)

0.04 (-0.2 to 0.28)

-0.06 (-0.35 to 0.24)

-0.03 (-0.27 to 0.22)

-0.02 (-0.26 to 0.22)

had a significant negative direct effect on intentions when including political orientation in the analysis. The interaction between
purity and foundations-based message was no longer significant, and there were no direct or indirect effects of foundations-based
message on intentions or any intermediate outcomes. Political orientation significantly interacted with perceived oppressiveness of
COVID-19 on perceived harm from COVID-19, such that while oppressiveness was positively associated with harm at all levels of
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Table 12. Conditional Process Analysis Component Models (Including Political Orientation; Study 2)
Antecedent
Focal Predictor
Moral Foundations
Message
Moderator
Purity
Political Orientation
Covariate
Liberty
Focal Predictor X
Moderator Interaction
Moral Foundations
Message X Purity
Moral Foundations
Message X
Political Orientation
Mediator
Disgust towards
COVID-19
Belief that COVID-19
is Oppressive
Belief that COVID-19
is Harmful
Mediator X Moderator
Interaction
Disgust towards
COVID-19 X Purity

Outcome
Belief that COVID-19 is
Harmful

Disgust Towards
COVID-19

Belief that COVID19 is Oppressive

COVID-19 Vaccination
Intentions

0.32 (-0.12 to 0.77)

0.01 (-0.37 to 0.39)

-0.16 (-0.46 to 0.14)

-0.16 (-0.52 to 0.20)

0.48 (0.28 to 0.69)***
-0.14 (-0.29 to 0.01)

--0.07 (-0.19 to 0.05)

0.06 (-0.08 to 0.21)
-0.32 (-0.42 to -0.22)***

-0.25 (-0.42 to -0.08)**
-0.33 (-0.46 to -0.20)***

--

0.18 (-0.11 to 0.46)

-0.13 (-0.36 to 0.09)

-0.18 (-0.44 to 0.09)

0.40 (0.00 to 0.81)

--

--

--

-0.06 (-0.35 to 0.24)

-0.04 (-0.28 to 0.2)

--

--

--

--

0.11 (0 to 0.21)*

0.26 (0.18 to 0.35)***

--

--

0.29 (0.19 to 0.4)***

-0.16 (-0.29 to -0.03)*

--

--

--

0.29 (0.16 to 0.42)***

--

--

0.00 (-0.06 to 0.06)

-0.01 (-0.08 to 0.06)
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Disgust towards
--0.01 (-0.04 to 0.06)
COVID-19 X
Political Orientation
Belief that COVID-19
--0.08 (0.01 to 0.14)*
is Oppressive X
Political Orientation
Each column contains each estimated model’s regression coefficients, as described in the note for Table 9.

-0.03 (-0.09 to 0.03)
0.01 (-0.06 to 0.09)

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

Table 13. Indirect Effects of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions from Models Including Political
Orientation (Study 2)
Mediation Pathway (i.e., effect of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions
Effect (95% CI)
through ____ followed by ____)
Disgust Towards COVID-19  Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
0.03 (-0.01 to 0.07)
Disgust Towards COVID-19
0.03 (-0.01 to 0.10)
Belief that COVID-19 is Oppressive  Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
0.00 (-0.03 to 0.04)
Belief that COVID-19 is Oppressive
0.00 (-0.07 to 0.07)
Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful
-0.05 (-0.14 to 0.04)
Note that each of the above indirect effects are constructed from coefficients generated by the component models of the process
analysis, such that, for example, the indirect of Moral Foundations Message on COVID-19 Vaccination intentions through the Belief
that COVID-19 is harmful is the product of the effect of Moral Foundations Message on the Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful when
controlling for all other variables in the model predicting the Belief that COVID-19 is harmful (e.g., Disgust Towards COVID-19) and
the effect of the Belief that COVID-19 is Harmful on COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions when controlling for all other variables in the
Model predicting COVID-19 Vaccination intentions.
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Figure 5. Abbreviated Statistical Diagram of Effects of Moral Foundations Message, Purity, and Political Orientation on Vaccination
Intentions through COVID-19 Beliefs (Study 2)

Note. Paths that were hypothesized not to be significant or about which there were no hypotheses are in blue. Paths are labeled with
unstandardized regression coefficients.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
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conservatism, this association increased with increasing levels of conservatism. For example, the
relationship between oppressiveness and harm was 0.17 for liberals (95% CI: 0.02 to 0.32) but
0.42 for conservatives (95% CI: 0.28 to 0.55).
A final set of exploratory analysis was conducted in which COVID-19 vaccination
benefits was assessed as a final serial mediator of previous effects in the aforementioned model
including political orientation as a mediator to examine whether (1) such effects largely mirrored
the relationships between the antecedents and vaccination intentions and (2) whether the effects
of these antecedents on vaccination intentions were eliminated after including benefits in the
model. As expected, the pattern of results for the prediction of benefits were similar to those of
intentions, except that endorsement of the liberty foundation was significantly associated with
lower vaccination benefits even when controlling for political orientation (unstandardized
regression coefficient = -0.41, p = 0.037, 95% CI: -0.79 to -0.02). In the final model predicting
vaccination intentions, vaccination benefits (unstandardized regression coefficient = 0.48, p <
.001, 95% CI: 0.43 to 0.54) and disgust towards COVID-19 (0.08, p = .039, 95% CI: 0.00 to
0.16) were the only significant predictors of intentions (all other ps < .05, though political
orientation was marginally significant at p = .066; all 95% CIs contain zero).

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
The goal of these studies was to examine the effects, as well as the moderating factors
and explanatory mechanisms of any such effects, of a message designed to encourage COVID-19
vaccination by appealing to two moral foundations associated with vaccine hesitancy and
political conservatism, which are themselves associated with opposition to COVID-19
vaccination. Across two studies, contrary to predictions, neither of the messages intended to
provoke the purity and liberty foundations increased COVID-19 vaccination intentions. In Study
1, the foundations-based message even backfired by decreasing perceptions that the message
came from someone who belonged to the reader’s ingroup – even more so among conservatives,
the very group whose values and moral intuitions the message was most intended to target. Study
2 tested a foundation-based message that was revised to remove any language that may have
hindered activation of the target moral foundations and made the message sound less like it came
from someone like the target audience and similarly found that this message did not increase
COVID-19 vaccination intentions compared to control. These findings are in contrast with past
reports of increased pro-environmental intentions and behaviors among conservatives in
response to messages framed using the binding foundations alone (Wolsko et al., 2016) or with
liberty (Wolsko, 2017).
Group identity, Trust, and Implications for Persuasion
In partial support of the hypotheses, there was an indirect effect of both the foundations74
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based message and – among conservatives alone – the Myths and Facts message, on vaccination
intentions through perceived message source ingroup membership. This finding provides another
piece of evidence for the important role of source credibility in the effects of messaging about
vaccines (Betsch & Sachse, 2013; Bokemper et al., 2021; Kahan et al., 2010) and persuasive
messaging in general (Petty & Wegener, 1998). Both the Myths and Facts message and the
foundations-based message increased perceived vaccination intentions and resulting intentions
after controlling for the inverse relationship between these messages and perceived ingroup
membership of message source. Perhaps those for whom the message did not increase source
outgroup membership perceptions (e.g., liberals) were more receptive to the contents of the
messages. It is also possible that for some respondents, source credibility (or lack thereof) served
as a heuristic cue that may have been easily disregarded, particularly among participants who
may have been motivated to participate in the study carefully in exchange for payment (Petty &
Wegener, 1998).
A third possibility is that for a subgroup of individuals, ingroup source membership
perceptions were less important or relevant for source credibility. Indeed, given that liberals tend
to rely less on the ingroup loyalty moral foundation than conservatives, perhaps even if the
message did not appear to come from someone like them, they may have nonetheless been more
trusting of ostensible outsiders than conservatives. However, such an effect was not
hypothesized, and the current data do not include measures of ingroup loyalty that might speak to
these possibilities. Regardless of the exact conditions or mechanisms under which these unhypothesized effects occurred, the findings from Study 1 do not provide support for targeting
hesitancy-relevant moral foundations as a basis for increasing COVID-19 vaccination,
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particularly among those who most oppose vaccination or are most at risk of opposing COVID19 vaccination due to their political orientation.
Consistent with previous research on the psychological determinants of parental
opposition to childhood vaccinations (Amin et al., 2017), endorsement of the purity and liberty
foundations predicted lower perceived COVID-19 vaccination benefits and vaccination
intentions. Interestingly, however, the liberty foundation no longer predicted vaccination-related
outcomes when including political orientation in the model. Endorsement of the purity
foundation – which outperformed political orientation at predicting stances on issues related to
chastity and sanctity of life in past research (Koleva et al., 2012) – remained a significant
predictor of lower vaccination intentions after controlling for political orientation. Potentially of
note, however, is the fact that this negative association between purity and intentions was when
accounting for the fact that purity also predicted increased perceived harmfulness of COVID-19
and subsequently higher COVID-19 vaccination intentions. It is also worth commenting that
there was sufficient variance in political orientation and purity foundation endorsement among
these variables to observe these associations even among those who had not received a COVID19 vaccine as of February 2022, suggesting that those who oppose vaccination are not uniformly
conservative or reliant on the purity or liberty moral foundations.
Nonetheless, the current results provide further support for the relationship between
political orientation – and, given the high percentage of Republicans in the sample, partisan
affiliation – in COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy identified in previous research (Fridman et al.,
2021; Khubchandani et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Colon, et al., 2021; Latkin, Dayton, Yi,
Konstantopoulos, et al., 2021; Reiter et al., 2020). These results are also consistent with the
notion that COVID-19 vaccination and communications regarding it are viewed through the lens

of membership in important groups (Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2010), and that cultural group
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identity is an important determinant of source credibility of messages regarding scientific topics
viewed in terms of these group divisions (Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2010; Wolsko et al., 2016).
As the sample consisted of individuals who have not received a COVID-19 vaccine even
after the vaccines have been available for approximately a year and given the high proportion of
individuals reporting no intentions of receiving the vaccine at all, attitudes towards vaccines
were likely very strongly held by these participants and even more highly tied to cultural
divisions than individuals who may have more recently gotten vaccinated despite initial
opposition. It is additionally likely that the attitudes towards pro-environmental behaviors such
as recycling and conservation intentions that responded to foundation-based messaging in
previous efforts (Feinberg & Willer, 2013; Hurst & Stern, 2020; Kidwell et al., 2013; Wolsko,
2017; Wolsko et al., 2016) were less strongly held by participants in those studies than attitudes
towards COVID-19 vaccines in the current studies. This possibility is particularly likely given
that the studies of environmental attitudes and intentions sampled from general populations
rather than based on known opposition to the target behavior, as with the current study.
Furthermore, the fact that vaccination involves injecting a foreign substance into one’s own body
may make vaccination decisions seem more personal and higher stakes than willingness to
donate to a pro-environmental cause. Perhaps future efforts to increase COVID-19 vaccination
could target political orientation even more directly, for example, by invoking all moral
foundations associated with conservatism; namely, authority and ingroup loyalty; and by
attributing messages to a conservative source (ideally, one the target audience already knows and
trusts). Such messages could perhaps be developed with input from or based on qualitative
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research on conservative individuals who were relatively recently convinced to obtain a COVID19 vaccine.
Foundation Violations
In Study 2, the revised foundations-based message was found to increase disgust towards
COVID-19 among those who most relied on the purity foundation, and this increase in disgust
lead to increased perceptions that COVID-19 is harmful as well as increased COVID-19
vaccination intentions. This result may provide partial support for the hypothesis that those who
most endorse the purity foundation would be most responsive to the message attempting to active
concerns about cleanliness due to these individuals’ increased disgust sensitivity (Graham et al.,
2013). However, the non-significant index of moderated mediation indicates that the indirect
effect of message on intentions through disgust followed by harm did not significantly vary from
its overall null value depending on endorsement of the purity foundation. Specifically, increasing
endorsement of the purity foundation was not significantly associated with an increase in the
foundation-based message’s effect.
That perceived oppressiveness of and disgust towards COVID-19 were indirectly
associated with vaccination intentions by way of perceived harmfulness of COVID-19 in Study 2
emphasizes the importance of disease threat for vaccination intentions, which has been welldocumented in previous research (Karlsson et al., 2021; Khubchandani et al., 2021; Malik et al.,
2020; Reiter et al., 2020; Sherman et al., 2021; Soares et al., 2021). This result is also concordant
with Moral Dyad Theory’s proposition that actions are judged to be morally wrong to the extent
that they are harmful, and that harm promotes perceptions of immoral actions (Gray & Keeney,
2015; Gray et al., 2014; Gray, Waytz, et al., 2012; Gray, Young, et al., 2012; Schein & Gray,
2015; Schein et al., 2016). In addition, the finding that such effects were even further mediated

by perceived COVID-19 vaccination benefits once again illustrates that vaccination is favored
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primarily to the extent that it is perceived to be effective for protecting against real threats to
one’s health (Abhyankar et al., 2008; Gilkey, McRee, et al., 2016; Gilkey, Reiter, et al., 2016;
Lavail & Kennedy, 2013). The current research expands on these findings by further
illuminating determinants of perceived disease threat and benefits of prevention measures that
may be specific to a large portion of those most opposed to vaccination: violations of specific
moral domains that are important to these individuals. However, Study 2 also revealed that
disgust towards COVID-19 was associated with increased vaccination intentions when
controlling for perceived harmfulness of COVID-19 and even COVID-19 vaccination benefits,
in somewhat contrast to findings by proponents of Moral Dyad Theory (Schein et al., 2016).
Perhaps there is some relationship between disgust and vaccination outside of perceived harm
that is non-moral. Regardless, it is difficult to determine exactly what aspect of disgust is driving
this effect after controlling for shared relationships with the purity foundation, political
orientation, and perceived harm.
Similarly, it is noteworthy that the perceived unnaturalness of COVID-19 did not form a
reliable scale with disgust towards COVID-19. While disgust towards COVID-19 was associated
higher endorsement of the purity foundation, it is unclear how comprehensive and valid a
measure of perceived violation of the purity foundation this single item is. The fact that the
individual foundation scales within the Moral Foundations Questionnaire showed relatively low
internal consistency upon initial development – something the authors accepted in favor of
attempting to capture the wide variety of constructs that they proposed to relate to each
foundation (Graham et al., 2011) may be relevant. While the current analyses focused on disgust,
as the Study 2 foundations-based message more strongly pertained to disgust than unnaturalness,

it is unknown how items assessing unnaturalness or other constructs purportedly related to the
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purity foundation, such as degradation, may relate to vaccination attitudes and intentions.
Also of note is that the liberty foundation was unrelated to perceived oppressiveness of
COVID-19 or the effects of foundations-based message on COVID-19, whereas increasing
conservatism did significantly predict increased perceived oppressiveness. The reason for the
lack of association between the liberty foundation and oppressiveness is unclear. It is possible
that some individuals may have understood the items about oppressiveness and restrictiveness of
COVID-19 to refer to regulations and mandates related to the pandemic rather than the direct
effects of the infection per se; obscuring the relationships between the liberty foundation,
perceived oppressiveness of COVID-19, and vaccination attitudes and intentions. However,
including the words “(the disease)” after the question stem for these items likely mitigated this
possibility, and the association between oppressiveness of COVID-19 and perceived harmfulness
of COVID-19 suggests respondents were rating the oppressiveness of SARS-CoV-2 and its
resulting illness. The messages used in the current studies may have activated concerns with
purity more than concerns with liberty; future investigations may attempt to develop and test
messages that invoke these constructs separately. Furthermore, the previously discussed
independent and occasionally divergent contributions of political orientation, the purity
foundation, and disgust towards COVID-19 points to an avenue of future research that further
clarifies the role of moral foundations themselves vs. group identities associated with these
foundations in culturally relevant attitudes and attitude change.
Correcting Myths
Consistent with hypotheses, the adapted Myths and Facts condition did not increase
vaccination intentions relative to control. One could argue that Study 1 did not provide a

thorough or accurate assessment of the Myths and Facts page given the extent to which it was
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modified from how it originally appeared on the CDC website. However, given that many people
may only briefly read the first few paragraphs of webpages such as this one without clicking
links to explore further information, this message provided a useful minimum standard of
comparison for assessing the foundation-based message’s effects relative to control.
Additionally, it could be argued that since the Study 1 measure of COVID-19 vaccination
benefits did not include the item assessing perceived vaccine benefits, the construct that may
have responded the most to the corrections presented in that message, the results do not provide a
complete picture of even the modified message’s effects. However, given the high correlation
between perceived vaccine safety and other vaccination benefits items in Study 2, the effects of
the Myths and Facts message on benefits in Study 1 would have likely been the same even the
item about safety was included, and the Myths and Facts message failed to increase intentions
regardless. The stimulus used in this study may have even been more appealing to COVID-19vaccine-hesitant individuals who distrust the government (Latkin, Dayton, Yi, Konstantopoulos,
et al., 2021; Lazarus et al., 2021) than it would have been it resembled the original webpage
exactly because it was not attributed to the CDC, a government organization. Future research
may examine the effects of the full webpage with links and attributions to the CDC available so
as to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of both this webpage in particular and the
strategy of debunking myths in general. Such investigations could explore whether modifying
the format of the corrections – for example, by making the facts more salient than the myths,
unlike in previous messaging discussed by Schwarz et al. (2007) – can increase their
effectiveness.

Limitations
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Because measures of the extent to which COVID-19 violates the purity and liberty
foundations – namely, the extent to which COVID-19 is perceived to be disgusting and
restrictive or oppressive – were unavailable from Study 1, it was difficult to pinpoint the exact
reasons why the message may have failed to increase perceived benefits of vaccination and
vaccination intentions. However, assessment of perceived message source ingroup membership
provided some guidance for refining the message for study 2, as it prompted me to emphasize
foundation-relevant concepts even more clearly and make the message sound more natural.
Another limitation is that the messages in both Study 1 and Study 2 had a Flesch-Kincaid 9th
grade reading level. It is therefore possible that some readers may have found the messages
difficult to understand. Yet another limitation is that because these studies did not measure
participants’ COVID-19 vaccination attitudes and intentions at baseline to avoid prompting
defensiveness, pre-post measures of attitude and intention change were unavailable. It is further
possible that COVID-19 vaccination intentions may have differed significantly across conditions
at baseline, which may have influenced the messages’ effects. Additionally, because a number
of people withdrew from the study when they encountered COVID-19-vaccine-related stimuli,
and such individuals may have been more vaccine-opposed than the included participants, even
the null effects of messages reported here may have been over-estimates of the effect of such
messages among the full population of vaccine-hesitant individuals.
Strengths
A major strength of this study was that it recruited individuals who were unvaccinated
against COVID-19 and could therefore assess the effects of persuasive messages among those
most in need of convincing. Another strength of this study is that because participants were
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randomly assigned to an intervention condition or a control condition, we can infer differences in
post-message beliefs and intentions across conditions were caused by the messages themselves.
Additionally, assessing relevant demographic characteristics and moral foundations at baseline
allowed me to assess these characteristics as potential moderators and, in the case of education,
which differed significantly across conditions, covariates of the relationship between condition
and intentions. Assessing baseline moral foundations prior to the experimental manipulation
reduced the likelihood of the message biasing responses to those questions (e.g., participants
exaggerating their reliance on the liberty foundation in reactance to perceived persuasion
attempts), while including the harm foundation items mitigated the possibility of concepts
primed by the questions that might influence the effects of message being overly accessible for
one of the measured foundations versus any of the others. That findings related to attitudes and
intentions for Study 1 were similar to those of Study 2, in which the moral foundations questions
were omitted, provides evidence that such unwanted priming effects did not occur.
Conclusions
Contrary to predictions, messages designed invoke moral concerns with purity and liberty
failed to increase COVID-19 vaccination intentions. Regardless, the current studies provide
important information regarding the moral and cultural determinants of COVID-19 vaccine
hesitancy as well as a basis for future research to further explore the effects of messages aiming
to target these determinants.

APPENDIX A
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What is your age? ____
What is your gender?
• Male
• Female
• Other
[If “other”] Please specify ____
What is your ethnicity?
• Hispanic or Latinx
• Not Hispanic or Latinx
• Unknown
What is your race?
• American Indian/Alaska Native
• Black or African American
• Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
• White or Caucasian American
• Asian
• Multiracial
• Other
[If “other”] Please specify ____
What is your household income?
• Less than $50,000
• $50,000 to $89,999
• $90,000 or more
What is your highest level of education?
• Some high school
• High school diploma or GED
• Some college
• College degree
• Graduate degree
What is your political affiliation?
Republican
Democrat
Libertarian
Other
[If “other”] Please specify ____
(Study 1 only) What is your political orientation?
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Very
Liberal
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Very
Conservative

APPENDIX B
CONTROL CONDITION MESSAGE
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Please examine the following information carefully.
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Q: What are the costs and benefits of bird feeding?
A: It is difficult to assess the costs and benefits of bird feeding because it is difficult to
compare the health of birds without access to feeders with birds that frequent feeders.
Only one study was able to obtain some sound results. That study found that any
benefits of feeding only appear to occur sporadically under extreme climactic conditions.
No research has been able to demonstrate a cost. Aside from costs and benefits to
birds, there is a cost and benefit to humanity. The costs are obvious – the expense of
bird feeding supplies.
The benefits include learning more about birds and the joy of connecting with the
natural world. Bird feeding provides a direct, intimate view of the natural world for more
than 50 million Americans who feed the birds in their yards. It is most popular in winter,
when birds seem to need the most help. Some people worry that birds will suffer unless
they make great efforts to keep the feeder filled, but research indicates that most birds
do not depend on feeders.

APPENDIX C
CDC MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT COVID-19 VACCINES CONDITION MESSAGE
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Please read the following information carefully.
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APPENDIX D
PURITY AND LIBERTY FOUNDATIONS CONDITION MESSAGE
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Please read the following information carefully.
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COVID-19 is very contagious. You can contract it by inhaling air containing droplets of
an infectious person’s respiratory fluids while you are too close to them or by touching
your eyes, nose, or mouth with contaminated hands. You can also contract the virus
when droplets land on the eyes, nose, or mouth, especially after being expelled from an
infectious person through splashes and sprays like coughs or sneezes. After the
pathogen invades your body, you can become congested and begin coughing and
sneezing, too. You may become too sick to work or perform other daily activities.
Excessive mucus secretion and inflammation from this illness can interfere with your
lungs’ ability to clear fluid and debris, such that you may even need to be hospitalized
and connected to an artificial machine called a ventilator to breathe. To prevent this
sickness from spreading to your family and friends as well, you would have to
quarantine away from them.

Take your health into your own hands. COVID-19 vaccines jump-start your body’s
natural immune defenses to protect you from the disgusting and restrictive effects of the
virus. Vaccination can help keep you free of the contagion and free to lead a healthy,
independent life.
PROTECT YOUR FREEDOM AND BODILY INTEGRITY FROM COVID-19:
VACCINATE!

APPENDIX E
POST-MANIPULATION MEASURES
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How much do you intend to receive a COVID-19 vaccine?
[1]
Not at
all

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Very
much

[8]
Already received
a COVID-19
vaccine

[If the answer to the above is “[8] Already received a COVID-19 vaccine”]
How much do you intend to receive a 1st COVID-19 vaccine booster (e.g., 3rd dose for vaccines requiring 2 initial doses) if you
become eligible to receive one?
[1]
Not at all

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Very much

[8]
Already received a
1st COVID-19
vaccine booster

How much do you intend to receive a 2nd COVID-19 vaccine booster (e.g., 4th dose for vaccines requiring 2 initial doses) if you are
recommended to receive one?
[1]
Not at
all

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Very much

Please rate your agreement with the following statements.
COVID-19 vaccines are necessary to protect one’s health.
[0]
Strongly
Disagree

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Strongly
Agree

COVID-19 vaccines do a good job in preventing COVID-19.
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[0]
Strongly
Disagree

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Strongly
Agree

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Strongly
Agree

If I do not vaccinate against COVID-19, I may get COVID-19.
[0]
Strongly
Disagree

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

(Study 1 only) Please rate your agreement with the following statements regarding the message you read [on the previous page/
previously.]
The message I read reflects my group’s values.
[1]
Strongly
Disagree

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Strongly
Disagree

[6]

[7]
Strongly
Disagree

The message I read feels like it came from “my people.”
[1]
Strongly
Disagree

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
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APPENDIX F
STUDY-2-SPECIFIC BASELINE MEASURES (MORAL FOUNDATIONS)
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Part 1. When you decide whether something is right or wrong, to what extent are the following
considerations relevant to your thinking? Please rate each statement using this scale:
[0] = not at all relevant (This consideration has nothing to do with my judgments of right and
wrong)
[1] = not very relevant
[2] = slightly relevant
[3] = somewhat relevant
[4] = very relevant
[5] = extremely relevant (This is one of the most important factors when I judge right and wrong)
______Whether or not someone suffered emotionally
______Whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency
______Whether or not someone was good at math
______Whether or not someone cared for someone weak or vulnerable
______Whether or not someone did something disgusting
______Whether or not someone was cruel
______Whether or not someone acted in a way that God would approve of
______Whether or not everyone was free to do as they wanted.
______Whether or not private property was respected.
Part 2. Please read the following sentences and indicate your agreement or disagreement:
[0]
Strongly
disagree

[1]
Moderately
disagree

[2]
Slightly
disagree

[3]
Slightly
agree

[4]
Moderately
agree

[5]
Strongly
agree

______Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.
______People should not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed.
______It is better to do good than to do bad.
______One of the worst things a person could do is hurt a defenseless animal.
______I would call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural.
______It can never be right to kill a human being.
______ Chastity is an important and valuable virtue.
______ People who are successful in business have a right to enjoy their wealth as they see fit
______ Society works best when it lets individuals take responsibility for their own lives without
telling them what to do.
______ The government interferes far too much in our everyday lives.
______ The government should do more to advance the common good, even if that means
limiting the freedom and choices of individuals. (Reverse scored)
______ Property owners should be allowed to develop their land or build their homes in any way
they choose, as long as they don't endanger their neighbors.
______ I think everyone should be free to do as they choose, so long as they don't infringe upon
the equal freedom of others.
______ People should be free to decide what group norms or traditions they themselves want to
follow.

APPENDIX G
REVISED PURITY AND LIBERTY FOUNDATIONS CONDITION MESSAGE
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Please read the following information carefully.
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COVID-19 spreads very easily through contaminated surfaces and the air around
infectious people. Once this contagion invades your body, it can corrupt your lungs’
natural ability to breathe and interfere with your daily activities.

Take your health into your own hands. Harness your body’s innate immune
defenses and protect yourself from the disgusting and restrictive effects of the virus
by vaccinating against COVID-19. Vaccines can keep you free of the disease and
free to lead a healthy, independent life.

PROTECT YOUR LIBERTY AND BODILY PURITY FROM COVID-19:
VACCINATE!

APPENDIX H
STUDY-2-SPECIFIC POST-MANIPULATION MEASURES (COVID-19 BELIEFS)
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Please rate the extent to which you believe each of the following about COVID-19.
COVID-19 (the disease) is…
Disgusting
Unnatural
Restrictive
Oppressing
Harmful
Dangerous
Threatening

Not at all
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Very much
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
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